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Abstract

In this thesis we consider problems arising in delivering delay bounded traffic to 

mobile users of cellular networks. Such traffic is important to support (for example, 

for delivering multimedia streaming services), yet challenging to manage, since it 

typically requires relatively high data rates that consume significant wireless system 

resources. Moreover, users expect uninterrupted operation while roaming within the 

coverage area.

The problems formalized in the thesis are investigated in the context of manag

ing two types of cellular networks:

•  networks that support multi user access through time division multiplexing 

where a fixed number of channels is allocated to serve the streaming requests, 

and

•  networks that support multi user access through code division multiple access 

(CDMA). Such networks are characterized by a soft capacity aspect.

For networks of the first type, we devise admission control (CAC) mechanisms 

that keep track of network state at any instant by utilizing scheduling mechanisms 

that take into account delay constraints on individual traffic connection requests. 

Two types of scheduling mechanisms are considered in the thesis for the above pur

pose: non-preemptive scheduling that assumes that a connection request is served 

to completion without service interruption, and preemptive scheduling that aims at 

achieving higher throughput by allowing service preemption. In both cases, the 

thesis develops frameworks for the devised CAC and the underlying scheduling 

mechanism, present quantitative analysis of the designed schedulers, and evaluate 

the performance of the devised frameworks by simulation. A novel contribution
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of the thesis is the design and analysis of CAC architectures for the first type of 

networks to serve delay bounded traffic.

For networks of the second type, we devise a CAC mechanism that keeps track 

of network state at any instant by keeping track of both intra-cell and inter-cell 

mobility of served users in order to estimate the cell overload probability after a 

prediction interval in the future. Such CAC architecture has been devised in the 

literature for rate sensitive (but not particularly delay bounded) traffic. A novel 

aspect of the thesis is on extending the architecture to our present context of serving 

delay bounded traffic in soft capacity networks.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

Recent advances in the third generation (3G), and newer generation 

(NG), cellular networks have shown that such networks can support 

mobile users with high data rates through both packet switched connec

tions, and circuit switched connections. Such advances enable network 

service providers to extend the current Internet multimedia streaming 

services to mobile users.

Provisioning Quality of Service (QoS) for multimedia streaming traf

fic is currently viewed as critical to the profitable deployment of such 

networks. Nevertheless, providing the required QoS measures to such 

traffic faces a number of challenges due to the delay sensitive aspects 

of the multimedia traffic, and the scarce wireless networks resources.

In this chapter we identify and briefly review some basic concepts re

quired to approach the above class of QoS provisioning problems for 

delay sensitive traffic in the challenging environment of cellular net

works. In particular, Sections 1.2 to 1.8 provide suitable background 

information and discussions on the following:

1. background on some existing cellular wireless networks,

2. issues on handoff, and user mobility,

3. issues on audio and video traffic modeling, and

4. background on multimedia encoding techniques and multimedia 

streaming.

1
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Chapter 2 utilizes the background information presented here to review some 

specific network design techniques for provisioning QoS in wireless networks.

1.1 Introduction

Recent advances in wireless personal communication systems have led to increas

ing interest in the engineering of various types of wireless networks, for example, 

cellular networks for wide area coverage, mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) for 

quick deployment, and wireless enabled sensor networks.

Supporting node and user mobility, and achieving better integration of such net

works with the global Internet through the support of high data rate packet services 

have emerged as important design aspects of such networks.

For cellular networks, achieving the above goals has led to a vast amount of 

research at different layers of the networking protocol stack. The work done so far 

spans the following areas: managing the wireless network resources during user 

handoff for voice calls, development of protocols to support mobility, and devel

opment of resource management schemes to support heterogeneous mixes of voice 

and data traffic.

In this thesis, we consider problems arising in delivering delay bounded traffic to 

mobile users of cellular networks. Such traffic is important to support (for example, 

for delivering multimedia streaming services), yet challenging to manage, since it 

typically requires relatively high data rates that consume significant wireless system 

resources. Moreover, users expect uninterrupted operation while roaming within the 

coverage area.

To date, the work proposed by different researchers for provisioning quality of 

service (QoS) in cellular networks has emphasized the need to develop suitably 

sophisticated call admission control (CAC) mechanisms, and packet scheduling al

gorithms as the main tools to manage the scarce wireless resources.

This chapter aims at summarizing some of the important issues required to in

vestigate the above directions further. Section 1.2 provides an overview of cellular 

networks. Section 1.3 presents some key concepts of the wireless layer. Section 1.4

2
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presents resource management algorithms. Section 1.5 presents some issues related 

to handoff and mobility models. Section 1.6 discusses multimedia traffic modeling. 

Section 1.7 review some issues related to multimedia encoding. Finally, Section 1.8 

gives an example of a multimedia streaming session over UMTS network. Finally, 

Section 1.9 summarizes the chapter and provides a general overview of the thesis 

structure.

1.2 Background on Some Cellular Networks Archi
tectures

Cellular wireless networks are the primary means of extending wireless connec

tivity (with data rates currently about 2 Mbps in some cellular standards) to mo

bile users over wide geographical areas (e.g., cities and highways). Their services 

are particularly important in areas where coverage by wireless local area networks 

(WLANs) does not exist. In this thesis, we consider developing resource manage

ment algorithms for two main types of cellular networks: networks that employ time 

division multiple access (TDMA) for multi-user access, and networks that employ 

code division multiple access (CDMA) for multi-user access. In the following part 

we briefly mention some of the important architectures and standards for networks 

of each type.

1. GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) [62] is viewed as a 2.5G architecture 

that employs TDMA to provide both voice, and data to mobile users. GPRS 

provides an evolution path for supporting data transmission using the voice- 

based GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) networks [58].

2. UMTS (Universal Mobile Tele-communication System) [62] is viewed as a 

3G architecture that employs CDMA to provide both voice, and data to mo

bile users. UMTS employs CDMA air interface (e.g., the WCDMA (Wide 

CDMA) standard [30], or the cdma2000 standard [24], both standards are 

successful proposals that satisfy the IMT-2000 requirements [36]) to provide 

mobile users with the following data rates: up to 2 Mbps for stationary users, 

and up to 144 Kbps for moving users.

3
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IT .  IT R A N  C o re  N e tw o rk  A p p lic a tion  S e rv e r

Figure 1.1: UMTS Network Architecture

Figure 1.1 presents a general UMTS network architecture. End to end de

livery of multimedia services over UMTS networks architecture consists of a 

user (User equipment UE) requesting a multimedia clip from a server. Users 

are connected to the base station (Node B). Each Node B is connected to a 

radio network controller (RNC). The UMTS terrestrial radio access network 

(UTRAN) is then connected to the UMTS packet switching core network 

via serving GPRS support node (SGSN). The core network uses the gateway 

GPRS support node (GGSN) to connect to the multimedia server. The core 

network is responsible of switching, routing and transmitting users traffic. 

Home location register (HLR) is another component of the core network.

UMTS supports four different types of services: conversational, streaming, 

interactive, and background. The conversational class is designed for delay 

sensitive, real time applications, such as videoconferencing. The streaming 

class is designed for non real time applications, such as video on demand. 

The other two types are used for non-real time applications. In this thesis, we 

are concerned only with the streaming class that supports one-way real time 

applications.

Finally, we note that the cell capacity in CDMA-based architectures is limited 

by multi-user access interference (MAI) [66], as described in Section 1.3.
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1.3 Power and Interference Aspects in Wireless Net
works

Certain parts of this thesis discus serving delay bounded traffic in CDMA networks. 

To ensure, effective admission control, the devised scheme deals with certain phys

ical layer constraints. In particular, the resource management schemes are designed 

to secure a satisfactory level of signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) to 

each active mobile user. In this regard, it is important to consider two issues:

1. a large scale path loss model for signals transmitted from the base station to 

a mobile user, and

2. the multi-user access interference (MAI) that plays an important role in de

termining the available bandwidth in CDMA cellular networks.

We review these aspects below.

A. Large Scale Path Loss. The amount of power received by the user is smaller 

than the actual amount sent by the base station, due to path losses. Path loss is 

classified into large scale path loss, and small scale path loss [65], The path loss 

model used here is known as the log-normal shadow fading model for large scale 

path loss. According to the log-normal shadow fading model, the path loss between 

two points that are separated by distance d, denoted PL(d), is a normally distributed 

random variable, that is

PL(d)  =  TL{d)  +  (d B u n its )  (1.1)

where,

1. PL(d)  is the average path loss, and it is computed as follows:

~PL{d) = PB (d0) + 10 x n  x log(^r). (1.2)
d0

2. PL(do) is the path loss at a close-in reference distance d0. P L (d0) is deter

mined based on either a close-in measurement, or a free space model between 

the mobile user and the base station [65],

5
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3. n  is an exponent whose value is determined by the environment. For free 

space, n  =  2. Larger n  values are used to model environments with obstruc

tions [65],

4. X a is normally distributed random variable with zero mean (in dB), and a 

standard deviation equals to a  (also in dB).

Example 1:

To predict a path loss for a user that is at a distance d =  500 meters away 

from a base station, assume that at d0 = 711 meters, the measured average path 

loss PL(do) = 142 dB. In addition, assume that n — 4, and X a =  6 dB. Using 

Equations 1.1, and 1.2, the path loss at distance d = 500 meters is about 141.8 dB. 

For another user that is 800 meters away from the base station, and using the same 

parameters, the path loss between this latter user and the base station is about 150 

dB. □

B. Multi-user Access Interference in CDMA Systems. The goal of the multi-user 

access scheme is to divide a shared medium among the users. CDMA allows many 

users to transmit at the same time. As described in [38], the base station transmits to 

all active users at the same time using the same frequency band, which means that 

each user receives the data sent to all other users and considers it as interference. In 

CDMA, each user, say user i, is assigned a primary pseudo-noise (PN) code C f N 

that the user utilizes to extract his own data.

Each base station has a limited amount of available power, denoted P tuta i, for 

downlink data transmission. The base station uses such power for transmitting data, 

and control signals (e.g., pilot, power control and synchronization signals) to mobile 

users. The power used by the base station to transmit data to a particular user should 

be adjusted so as to obtain (or exceed) a certain required S N R  at the receiver’s 

end. The SNR experienced by a receiver depends on the received power from the 

serving base station, as well as the received power from interfering base stations in 

neighboring cells, as specified by Equation 1.3 below.

In Equation 1.3 [38] the left hand side is assumed to be a minimum target SNR 

(also referred to as energy per bit to interference ratio) that must be achieved for a

6
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typical user, denoted by the index i, to correctly receive data. The right hand side 

is a ratio of the received signal power (per bit) from user i serving base station (the 

numerator) to the total interference power from transmission of the serving base 

station to other mobiles in the same cell (the a . I in traceu term), the interference from 

neighboring base stations (the I in terceii term), and the receiver’s white Gaussian 

noise (the rj0 * W  term):

S N R i < - J ---------------- X P \  (------------------ 777V (1-3)
a -^intracell > intercell ' \V 0  X tV j

where,

1. SFi is the spreading factor of user % defined as (W /R i ), where W  is the chip 

rate used by the network (described below), and R{ is the rate of the received 

data,

2. Prj  is the received power from the serving base station. Pr/t is estimated as 

the following:

p  base station transm itted  power to user i (Pt>j) 
r’1 path loss between base station and user i (P L *)

3. a  is an orthogonality factor (e.g., between 0.1 and 0.4), that compensates for 

loss of orthogonality due to multipath [38],

4. Iintraceii is the interference power from the serving BS inside the cell,

5. hnterceii is the interference from neighboring BS, and

6. 770 is the noise density.

7. W  is the chip rate of the system (e.g., 4.096 Mega chips per second (Mcps) 

for the WCDMA standard),

8. Ri is user i data rate,

9. PL, is the path loss from the serving B S  to user i,

1
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For a particular user (denoted i above), Equation 1.5 estimates the interference 

caused by the transmission of user i serving base station to mobiles in the same cell:

Pntracell ^  p r  (E5)

And, Equation 1.6 estimates the interference power from base stations in the 

neighboring cells on user i. The major part of the intercell interference comes from

the first two tiers: 6 cells in the first tier, and 12 cells in the second tier [38], Figure

1.2 illustrates the 2-tiers model layout.

hntercell =  (1.6)P L C jc+bs c'%
where,

1. bs is the base station that serves the target mobile user (denoted i) under 

consideration, and

2. is the path loss between base station c ( a base station in the first, or the 

second tier of the neighboring cells), and user i.

The following numerical example illustrates the use of the above relations to 

estimate the required base station transmission power to support transmission at 

certain data rates to users.

Example 2:

In this example, we consider serving two users at a data rate of R  bps in a 

CDMA network. By Equation 1.3, the minimum amount of transmission power to 

each user (Ptti for i = 1,2) should satisfy the following equations for i =  1,2:

SFi x
S N R i  <  PU

a - TLl +  +  (Vo x W )

Rewriting the above two equations in the two unknowns Pt.\, and Pt.2 , we get:

S N R ^ x W  x P L J  + J : ^ ^  

S N R 2((Vo x  W  x P L 2) + ^

In this example, for simplicity, we ignore the inter-cell interference power Imterceii- 

We now use the following values:

S F V - a ( S N R i )  '
'  Pt, i  '

_ - a { S N R 2 )  SF2
.  Pt,2 .

c , i
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Figure 1.2: Two Tier Cell Structure M odel [77]

•  W  — 4.096 Mcps, and data rate R  =  128 kbps (that is, S F  = W / R  =  32).

•  a  (orthogonality factor)= 0.2, and both users require the same SNR value, 

S N R  = 5.0118 (7 dB), thus a S N R  = 1.0023.

• rj0(noise density) is 3.98 x 10~18 m W a tt jH z .

• Assuming P L X = 1 .5 4 3 x l0 -14 (141.88 7 5 ), and P L 2 = 1 .0 1 1 3 x l0 -15 (150 dB) 

(as in Example 1).

we get
32 -1.0023 ‘

‘  Pt, i '
' 82627.0 '

-1.0023 32
.  _

12606.9

Solving the above system of equations, results in Ptjl =  486.7 mWatts, and

77.2 =  2659.9 mWatts. □

We note that at any instant the sum of transmission power assigned by the base 

station to all its served users is limited by the maximum transmission power avail

able at the base station denoted P tota i■ Equation 1.7 expresses this constraint:

N

1U,1 > / ) ,  (1.7)
i~ 1

Table 1.1 summarizes the symbols used in this section.

9
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Table 1.1: Mathematical Symbols Summary Table
Symbols D e fin i t io n

P total Maximum power available for transmitting data at the base station
P t,i Data transmission power used by the serving base station to user %
P r,i Power received by user % from the base station

S N R Signal to noise ratio
SFi Spreading factor for user i
W Chip rate

PU Path loss between the serving base station and user i
a Orthogonality factor

I  intracell Interference power inside the cell
I  in ter cell Interference power from the neighbor cells

Vo Noise density
d{ Distance between user i and the base station
do A reference distance used in the log-normal shadow fading model

1.4 Resource Management in Cellular Networks

Resource Management (RM) algorithms such as power control, handover control, 

call admission control (CAC), and packet scheduling, are used to control radio re

sources in cellular networks among the active users.

CAC and packet scheduling algorithms are two key components of the RM suite 

that aim at maximizing the network service provider profit while satisfying users’ 

QoS requirements. Call admission control algorithms decide whether to accept or 

reject a new connection. The main goal of CAC algorithms is to maximize the 

system throughput. On the other hand, packet scheduling algorithms distribute the 

resources available at the base station among the user packets. The main goal of 

packet scheduling algorithms is to maximize the effective throughput. Maximizing 

both the system throughput and effective throughput leads to an increase in the net

work service provider profit. Increasing the effective throughput guarantees users’ 

satisfaction.

In Chapter 2 we present some of the work done in the literature for both CAC 

and packet scheduling.

10
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1.5 Issues with User Mobility

A challenging aspect of designing effective resource management algorithms for 

wireless/mobile networks is the presence of user mobility while a user is actively 

communicating with a base station. We note that the exact effect of different types 

of mobility (for example, mobility within a single cell, between two cells that are 

controlled by the same switching center, or between two cells that are controlled by 

different switching centers) depends on the multiple access method (e.g., TDMA 

or CDMA) used by the network architecture. Below we present some important 

mobility aspects by discussing issues in the following areas: (a) handoff, and (b) 

mobility modeling.

A. Handoff Issues

Handoff is the process of moving from one cell to a neighboring cell. To avoid 

service interruption, this requires a seamless change in the serving base station. The 

main problem with handoff is that it is possible that the new base station doesn’t 

have enough resources to keep the new handoff call connection.

A distinction between a new handoff call and a new originated call is made at 

the base station. Dropping probability is the probability that the base station will 

reject a handoff call. Blocking probability, on the other hand, is the probability that 

the base station will reject a new originated call. The balance between dropping 

and blocking probabilities is a major issue in designing CAC algorithms. For voice 

calls, it is more important to continue an ongoing connection (reducing the drop

ping probability) than to accept a new connection. Therefore, minimizing the drop

ping probability is an important objective of most of the proposed CAC schemes. 

CAC schemes using this technique are called priority based schemes. Priority based 

schemes are generally classified into two main schemes [32]:

1. Admission control schemes based on defining guard Channels (also called 

trunk reservation schemes): In [63], the authors propose a guard channel 

scheme that reserves a fixed number of channels at the base station for hand

off. The work of [64] presents an enhanced method called the fraction guard

11
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channel scheme. In [50], the authors propose the concept of shadow d u s 

ter that reserves handoff channels based on the estimated resources, taking 

into account current users’ mobility patterns. Another mobility based CAC 

algorithm is proposed by Hou et al. [32],

2. Admission control schemes based on using priority queueing: both handoff 

and new calls are queued [31, 72, 47], No resources are being reserved for 

handoff calls in these schemes. Handoff calls queues are given a higher pri

ority over new calls queues.

The above methods deal with handoff traffic of circuit switched voice calls. For 

packet switched services, all packets are subject to delays, and network resources 

are allocated to satisfy the QoS parameters of each traffic stream.

B. Mobility Modeling

Mobility in wireless/mobile networks can be classified into (see, for example, 

the classification presented in Section 8.2 of [37]):

• Individual mobility models: in an individual mobility model, each user move

ment is specified independent of other users. Random way model [9] is an 

example of an individual mobility model that assumes a user can move in any 

one of a set of directions (or to a set of new locations) with equal probability. 

Further information about this model is presented next.

• Aggregate mobility models: in an aggregate mobility model, a relationship 

among a group of users and their movement patterns (both inside the cell and 

between cells) exists. Fluid model [8] is an example of an aggregate model 

that averages the mobility patterns of all the users.

Another classification for mobility models is based on the prior knowledge and 

information that the model assumes about the users, (see Section 8.2 of [37]). In 

this regard, models can be classified as prediction based and non-prediction based. 

Random movement model considers no prior knowledge of the user movement and 

the user moves with equal/certain probability to each direction and with random

12
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speed. The shortest-distance model is an example of a prediction based model, 

which assumes certain knowledge about the users movement behavior such as their 

source and destination locations.

1. The Random Way Model.

One of the most used mobility models in mobile network is the random way 

mobility model. In this model, users are represented by their initial location 

(x, y ) in a region. The initial locations are chosen independently and uni

formly in the region. Users stay in their location for a random amount of 

time (pause time). When the user decides to move, he picks a new location 

(nx, ny) independently and uniformly in the region. This model also chooses 

a moving speed uniformly on interval (u0, Vi). Once the user reaches its des

tination it stops there for some random time (pause time). It is possible that 

the user decides to move again as soon as it reaches its destination. Users 

keep repeating the same pattern over and over.

2. A Model with User Residence and Movement Distributions.

In this section we present a mobility model that has been shown to be useful 

in the literature [46, 51]. Our work in Chapter 5 follows a similar approach. 

The model basic assumptions are:

(a) Users move from one region to another. A cell is an example of a region. 

Users are assumed to be randomly assigned to regions: a user may stay 

in the same region, or decide to move to a neighboring region.

(b) The time user i spends in a region j  is called dwelling time Tij which is 

randomly generated.

Assume that user i is in region C  and the user starts a call, the call 

duration is T). The dwelling time for user i in region C  is Tic. In case 

the dwelling time is less than the call time, a handoff from the current 

region to a new region occurs.

(c) Some models allow only one handoff during the call duration. Other

13
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models allows more than one handoff. In case of handoff, the user de

cides to move to neighbor regions with probability Pft.

The model opens the door for computing a number of interesting probabili

ties. For example, in [46] the authors have utilized the above model to com

pute the probability of having k users in a cell C  by the end of prediction 

interval of Te seconds (in the future), as described below.

The Work of [46]:

The following is an example of the above model. Assume we have three 

neighboring regions (C ,L ,a n d  R ). C  is the middle region, L  is the left 

neighboring region of C, and R  is its right neighboring region. The number 

of users in each region is denoted by: n, I, and r. Let i be a user in region C. 

The probability that % stays in the same region is Pr, and the probability he 

moves to one of the neighboring regions is Ph. The probability of moving to 

region L  is Ph/2 and the probability of moving to region R, is Ph/2 as well.

As mentioned before, the model predicts the number of users in each region 

at the end of the estimation time Te. The number of users at any region by 

the end of the estimation time is equal to the number of users at the start 

time t0, plus the number of users moved to the region during time Te, minus 

the number of users moved away from the region during the same time Te. 

Let the number of users in region C  at time t0 be n. The probability of 

in users remaining in region C  by the end of estimation time to +  Te has a 

binomial distribution (B ( in ; n ,P r)). Also, the probability of ii users leaving 

region C  to the left region follows a binomial distribution \ I, Ph/2)) 

and the probability of iT users leaving region C  to the right region follows a 

binomial distribution (B ( ir ; r, P/,/2)). The Binomial distribution is defined 

as the following:

The probability of having k users in region C  by the end of the estimation

( 1.8)
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time (t0 + Te) is denoted by P to+Te(k )  and is evaluated using the convolu

tion sum of three binomial distributions: (B( in; n, Pc)), (B(if, I, Ph/ 2)) and

(B( ir] r, A /2 ) ) ,  where k  =  in + i i + i r.

It is known that the summation of binomial distributions can be approximated 

by Gaussian distribution [46, 33]. Taking this into account we can conclude 

that Pto+Te (k) approximate Gaussian distribution with mean nPr + (I + r ) ^  

and standard deviation ^ n P r( 1 — Pr) + (I + r ) ^ (  1 — as follows:

f W . W  -  N(nPr + (( + r ) ^ ,  yjnPT( l - P r) +  (1 +  ^ ( 1 - ^ )  )
(1.9)

1.6 Traffic Modeling

Traffic modeling is an important aspect of any performance analysis study. For our 

work here, the most important types of delay sensitive traffic are audio and video 

traffic. Currently, many analytical models of such traffic, with various degrees of 

accuracy have been devised. We note, however, that due to the complexity of solv

ing many wireless resource management problems, many analytical studies make 

simplifying assumptions about the input traffic. In particular, many studies describe 

an audio or video stream as a connection that

1. has a duration drawn from a certain distribution (usually the exponential dis

tribution), and

2. is best served at a certain data rate. For example, the maximum data rate for 

audio traffic is 4.8 Kbps [40].

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, we use the above model to generate user traffic. Exam

ples of other models include:

1. Poisson and Markov models. These models are used frequently in the litera

ture due to their simplicity.
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2. Models based on the concepts of self-similar, and long range dependent (LRD) 

traffic. These models are predicted to play more significant roles in the data 

networks performance evaluation and modeling (see Chapter 6 of [37]).

3. Two state models (ON/OFF models). Such type of models are used to model 

audio traffic. The first state represents the active (talk spurts) interval and 

the second state represents the silence interval. The length of each state is 

assumed to be exponentially distributed.

4. Fluid source model. Usually used to model audio traffic.

5. Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) models. Used to model both 

audio and video traffic. A MMPP uses Markov chain with N  states to mod

ulate a Poisson process. State i generates traffic from Poisson process with 

parameter A*. A2 is state-dependent and is different for each state.

1.7 Issues with Multimedia Encoding Techniques

The design of wireless data networks faces the challenges imposed by the limited 

availability of sufficient bandwidth to enable mobile users to enjoy high quality 

audio and video components. To help in relieving such limitations, research work 

has considered ways to identify possible opportunities of exploiting the intrinsic 

properties of the used audio and video coding techniques to make efficient use of 

network resources. In this context, the following opportunities have been discussed 

in the literature.

1. When the wireless network experiences an overload condition (e.g., due to the 

incoming handoff traffic, or users moving away from base station and thus re

quiring more transmission power), the resource management algorithms may 

decide to degrade the bandwidth of a subset of users. If such users are be

ing served by a multimedia server capable of adjusting the traffic encoding 

parameters so as to accommodate requests of the wireless network then the 

network may be able to achieve better performance by minimizing the num

ber of forced connection terminations.

16
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2. Some encoding techniques (e.g., transform coding) allow some video frames 

to be dropped when congestion arises in the network, and later compensate 

for this receiver by a suitable interpolation mechanism. In such cases, the 

incoming UDP packets to a base station may carry flags reflecting a packet’s 

dropping priority.

In Chapter 2, we review a CAC that utilizes the first type of opportunities to 

manage the network resources [46], Below we mention more details on multimedia 

encoding that have helped in providing the opportunities in the two points men

tioned above.

A. Codec techniques. A codec refers to the hardware or software used to convert 

analog data to digital stream. It involves analog to digital and digital to analog 

conversion and/or compression and decompression. In [74], the authors presents 

a classification of codec techniques into the following classes: transform coding, 

sub-band, coding vector quantization, and region encoding. MPEG and H.261 are 

examples of the transform coding technique.

B. The MPEG standards. MPEG is one of the most successful codec formats. 

The key method of achieving a high compression rate is to store the changes from 

one frame to another instead of storing the whole frame. The three major standards 

for MPEG are

1. MPEG-1: Coding of moving pictures and associated audio for digital storage 

media at up to about 1.5 Mb/s.

2. MPEG-2: Generic coding of moving pictures and associated audio.

3. MPEG-4: Provisioning of a very high quality audio and video streams.

There are three types of frames in MPEG standard: I (Intra-frame), P (Predicted) 

and B (Bi-directional) frames. The I type encodes still image and may be viewed as 

a starting frame. The P frames are the predicted frames from either I or P frames, 

while B frames are generated from two I or P frames such that the B frame will be
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in between these two frames (i.e., one past frame and one future frame are used to 

generate B frame). A possible sequence of MPEG frames is:

( I i B \ B 2 P i B ' i B /i P 2 B r 0 B ^ P - i B ' j B ^ l 2 B ^ . . . )

Where for example, B x and B-> are generated from I x, and P \. Px is a predicted 

frame based on I x.

1.8 Multimedia Streaming

The subject of providing QoS for multimedia traffic over wireless networks is an 

ongoing research area. Most of the work done in this area deals with multime

dia traffic in terms of its sensitivity to delay and jitter [25, 70, 20], Some of the 

work is done in the area of heterogeneous traffic [84, 82], The integration of codec 

characteristics has been studied for wireless networks in [79].

In general, network applications can be classified into three categories:

1. Human to human (e.g., videoconferencing and voice telephony).

2. Human to computer (e.g., voice and video playback services). Applications 

under this classification can be categorized into three main types as the fol

lows: (a) Audio only applications, (b) Audio associated with still pictures 

(Navigation systems is an example for such application), and (c) Video play

back.

3. Computer to computer (e.g., multicast feed, news feed, batch processing and 

database synchronization).

Multimedia streaming is the process of transporting one or several media streams 

over the network to mobile users. Human to computer applications is an example 

of multimedia streaming. The main two advantages of multimedia streaming are 

[56]:

1. Streaming multimedia does not require large terminal buffer, and
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Figure 1.3: Example of Multimedia Streaming Flow

2. Streaming multimedia is suitable for transmitting live events to users as they 

happen.

A. Real Time Protocol for Multimedia

Real time streaming protocol (RTSP) [67] is an example of the most commonly 

used streaming protocols. RTSP is a control protocol for streaming multimedia to 

the user(s) from a multimedia server, the main function of the RTSP is to initiate 

a multimedia stream connection between the user and the server, it is also used to 

control the connection. RTSP may use realtime transport protocol (RTP) to transmit 

the streamed data. Figure 1.3 depicts the data flow between the user and the server.

In a successful scenario, the following basic events occur: (1) a client requests 

a media clip from the server, (2) a TCP connection is established between the client 

and the server, (3) the client sends a description message containing useful infor

mation to playback the clip, (4) the server acknowledges the message, (5) the client 

sends a session’s setup message that needed to be confirmed by the server, (6 ) two 

UDP connections are created to carry RTP and RTCP traffics, respectively.
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B. Delay Jitter

The multimedia flow is generated at fixed rates and is expected to reach the 

end terminal at fixed rate as well. The variations in queueing delays experienced 

by individual packets that may influence the quality of the transmitted media flow. 

This variation is refereed to as jitter. Many proposals have been introduced in the 

literature to deal with the effect of jitter [16, 6 ]. In order to accommodate the jitter’s 

influence, the end terminal uses a play-out buffer. This buffer delays the incoming 

packets to smooth the stream playback.

In [6 ] the authors introduced a network model (jitter graph) to capture the char

acteristics of different service disciplines (i.e., bandwidth, jitter and reliability). The 

jitter graph is then employed to design a traffic regulator called initial delay regula

tor (IDR) that aims at eliminating jitter.

1.9 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented some background information related to the prob

lems formulated in the next chapters. The chapter presents a brief introduction to 

wireless networks architectures, user mobility modeling, traffic modeling, and mul

timedia streaming. Several aspects of the above mentioned areas are used to for

mulate the works in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. The rest of the thesis is organized as the 

following:

Chapter 2 provides an overview of some of the related research work in the 

area. Chapter 3 formulates a call admission control problem for delay bounded 

traffic, the devised framework utilizes a non-preemptive scheduling mechanism. 

Similar framework that utilizes a preemptive scheduler is considered in Chapter 4. 

For both Chapters 3 and 4, the proposed schemes are developed for networks with 

fixed number of dedicated channels. In Chapter 5, a call admission control scheme 

is proposed for soft capacity systems. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 6  with 

summary, conclusion remarks and future work directions.
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review

Currently, there is a vast number of published research work in the 

general area of designing resource management algorithms for provid

ing quality of service guarantees to mobile wireless users. The early 

well-established results in this regard have focused on the design of 

call admission control (CAC) algorithms for minimizing call blocking 

probability and forced termination probability for handoff voice calls. 

Section 2.1 below discusses some results related to this direction.

Subsequent work in the area has considered a variety of scenarios such 

as, support of heterogeneous mixes of voice, and data traffic of certain 

types. Section 2.2 provides a broad overview of some work relevant to 

the area of provisioning QoS over wireless/mobile networks. Section

2.3 presents an overview of some scheduling problems. In Sections

2.4 to 2.6, we identify and discuss some research results that are re

lated to the thesis; the contexts of the surveyed results are as follows: 

Section 2.4 deals with the work in [46] where the authors propose call 

admission control and adaptive bandwidth allocation schemes for de

livering multimedia traffic to mobile users in cellular networks where a 

fixed number of channels are assumed to be allocated for serving a tar

get traffic. The data rate can be decreased (when overload conditions 

arise), or increased (when some connections terminate) dynamically. 

The devised method works by predicting the state of a cell (the num

ber of active users, including handoff users) after some prediction time
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interval in the future.

Section 2.5 deals with the work in [39] where the authors consider 

the performance of a variety of scheduling algorithms (that determine 

which connections to serve, when, and at what data rate) given that 

the traffic volume in each connection is known in advance (e.g., as in 

downloading web objects from a server).

Section 2.6 deals with the work in [80] where the authors consider the 

design of a scheduling mechanism that uses a generalized processor 

sharing (GPS) framework for allocating data rates to a heterogeneous 

mix of traffic in a CDMA soft capacity environment.

2.1 Admission Control for Voice Traffic

One of the major areas covered in the literature is the provisioning of voice services 

over networks with fixed capacity. The following summarizes some related work.

1. Posner and Guerin’s [63] work is an early proposal for using the guard chan

nel (trunk reservation policy) technique to handle the handoff problem. They 

propose that each base station reserves a fixed number of channels for the 

handoff calls. Several techniques based on the original work of [63] have 

been later proposed. The main improvements in such proposed technique 

rely on:

•  dynamically adjusting the number of reserved channels at each base 

station [59, 50, 32, 1], and

•  supporting different traffic types [22, 51],

2. Ramjee et al. [64] studied the optimality of both the guard channel policy 

[63], and a fractional guard channel policy introduced in [64], The authors 

have examined three problems:

(a) Minimizing a linear objective function that considers both the new call 

blocking probability and the handoff call dropping probability: the de-
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vised problem solution is shown to be optimal using the guard channel 

policy.

(b) Minimizing the new call blocking probability with a hard constraint on 

the handoff call blocking probability: the devised problem solution is 

shown to be optimal using the fractional guard channel policy.

(c) Minimizing the number of channels required to satisfy hard constraints 

on the handoff and new call blocking probabilities: the devised prob

lem solution is shown to be optimal using the fractional guard channel 

policy.

3. Epstein and Schwartz [22] proposed three call admission control algorithms 

for wireless networks that support different classes of user traffic. The pro

posed methods are coined the following names:

(a) Complete sharing (CS): in this method all users are treated equally.

(b) Complete partitioning (CP): in this method the bandwidth is divided 

into sub-pools according to users’ traffic characteristics.

(c) Hybrid reservation: this method is a mix between both CS and CP meth

ods.

Due to the complexity of the problem, the authors limit the number of traffic 

classes to 2. In [51], Li et al. propose a hybrid cutoff priority scheme for 

wireless networks that can support N, N  > 1, traffic classes.

4. Naghshineh et al. [59] proposed a distributed CAC algorithm the works by 

estimating the cell overload probability at the end of a prescribed estimation 

time, and then deciding whether to accept or reject a new arrived call. The 

estimation takes into account the number of users in the current cell as well as 

the number of users in the adjacent cells and the handoff probabilities from 

adjacent cells to the target cell under analysis. The main advantage of the 

proposed CAC is its relative simplicity, which makes it attractive for use in 

real systems.
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5. Levine et al. [50] used the concept of shadow cluster to predict system status.

A shadow cluster of a mobile user is defined to be a group of base stations that 

the mobile user is likely to move to during a single voice call duration. The 

base stations in a cluster are assumed to share this information and adjust 

the number of reserved guard channels accordingly. The accuracy of the 

proposed algorithm depends on good prediction of user movement direction, 

which makes it more suitable for direction oriented environments such as 

highways. A similar concept that is called influence curves has been proposed 

in [32],

2.2 Admission Control and Scheduling for Mixed Voice 
and Data Traffic

Subsequent work in the area has combined mixed traffic of voice and data. Exam

ples of such work include the work mentioned below. We recall that the available 

bandwidth in networks that utilizes the CDMA multi-user access is affected by the 

multi-user interference (MAI), and hence special attention is given for allocating 

the transmission power for each user.:

1. CAC algorithms for CDMA networks [12, 2, 81, 75, 69],

2. Soh and Kim [69] propose a dynamic bandwidth reservation scheme which 

tries to predict user mobility, and accordingly adjust the amount of power re

served for handoff calls. The authors use road topology to achieve acceptable 

prediction.

3. Wang et al. [75] propose two resource management schemes for downlink 

transmission in CDMA network. The proposed schemes are:

(a) Guard capacity adaptation based on dropping (GAD) scheme: In the 

scheme the cell reserves some of its capacity for the handoff calls (guard 

capacity). The cell dynamically adjusts the guard capacity by monitor

ing handoff to maintain dropping rates below a target level.
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(b) Guard capacity adaptation based on prediction and dropping (GAPD) 

scheme: In addition to monitoring the handoff, the cell in this scheme 

tries to predict handoff. The cell uses the pilot signal strength for the 

prediction.

4. Xiao et al. [79] propose an optimal call admission control algorithm that 

supports multiclass adaptive multimedia traffic. The authors modeled the 

problem as a semi-Markovian decision problem, and use an interior-point 

linear programming technique to solve the resulting problem.

5. Yu et al. [81] propose a QoS scheme for multiclass adaptive multimedia 

traffic, the authors use a similar model to that in [79]. The novelty in this 

scheme is that the proposed algorithm takes into account the status of the 

neighboring cells along with the status of the home cell. In order to overcome 

the dimensionality problem that arises when using linear programming to 

solve the model, the authors use the average reward reinforcement learning 

technique to maximize the system profit, taking into account QoS constraints.

6 . Chen et al. [12] extended the concept of guard channels for TDMA networks 

in addition to the load curve to introduce the interference guard margin (IGM) 

concept for CDMA networks. In this scheme the base station dynamically 

reserves a certain number of resources for high priority call. The load curve 

is used to predict the interference level resulting from a given value of the 

offered traffic.

7. In [14] the authors propose dynamic resource allocation scheme for forward 

links of the lx  EV-DV standard [57] of CDMA cellular networks. The pro

posed scheme integrates the QoS requirements (e.g., data rate and delay) at 

the link layer with the system parameters at the physical layer. The inte

grated model is an extension of the effective capacity model of [76]. The 

main approach taken is to devise an effective mechanism to translate QoS re

quirements into what is called a service curve [15]. A service curve aims at 

specifying the minimum amount of data that has to be transfered to the user
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during a network defined time slot period to satisfy the user QoS require

ments.

8 . In [49], the authors propose an optimal resource allocation scheme that sup

ports dynamic sharing of bandwidth between high priority voice calls, and 

low priority data transmissions. The proposed scheme is then modeled using 

Markovian model to obtain and optimal allocation for voice and data calls. 

We note that this model does not consider user delays.

2.3 Scheduling Algorithms

Scheduling is one of the key mechanisms for QoS provisioning. Scheduling prob

lems related to QoS provisioning that has been considered in the literature can be 

classified into two broad classes of problems: task scheduling problems and packet 

scheduling problems. In this thesis, we make frequent references to both classes. 

Below, we briefly introduce and list some known results for each class.

2.3.1 Task Scheduling Problems

A typical scheduling problem in this class (see, for example, [4, 26]) specifies the 

following:

•  A set of tasks to be scheduled over a number of processors where the tasks 

can be scheduled either in a non-preemptive or preemptive way.

•  Each task may be associated with a release time, a duration, and/or a due date 

(or deadline).

• A partial order that specifies precedence (or dependence) between tasks may 

also be specified.

•  An objective function that is required to be optimized by the sought after 

schedule.
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The work of [39] is an example where task scheduling problems arise in manag

ing traffic connections in cellular networks. The following are some known results 

and observations for this class of problems:

1. Many single processor non-preemptive scheduling problems can be approached 

as problems on the class of interval graphs [34, 29, 71].

2. For single processor preemptive scheduling problems:

• The shortest remaining time (SRT) scheduling discipline is known to 

minimize the average completion time of tasks specified by release time, 

and task duration.

• The earliest deadline scheduling discipline is known to minimize the 

maximum lateness of tasks specified by release time, and task duration.

3. For multi processor preemptive scheduling problems: the McNaughton rule 

[13] provides an efficient optimal solution for minimizing the maximum makespan 

(completion time).

2.3.2 Packet Scheduling Problems

A basic scheduling problem in this class (see, for example, [42]) specifies the fol

lowing:

•  a shared link with capacity of C  bits/seconds,

• a set of N  queues, each queue holds packets from one, or more, traffic streams 

ready for transmission over the shared link (each queue corresponds to a traf

fic flow in the model), and

•  each queue i , i  =  1 , 2 . . . . ,  N  is associated with a weight, denoted fa.

We seek a scheduling discipline that satisfies the following conditions: if we denote 

by Si(r,t]  the amount of flow i traffic served during the interval (r, t], then we 

require that
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to hold for any flow i that is backlogged throughout the interval (r, t}.

The Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) scheduling discipline is an idealized 

discipline (works at the bit level, not the packet level) that achieves the above goal. 

In GPS, the flow rate is dynamically adjusted based on the flow weight and traffic 

load.

The importance of the above class of problems have motivated the search for 

practical algorithms that approximate the behavior of the idealized GPS. We refer 

to such algorithms as packet scheduling algorithms. Packet scheduling algorithms 

are typically used at the MAC layer. The outline presented below classifies packet 

scheduling algorithms as being suitable for use over wired links, or wireless links.

A. Packet Scheduling Algorithms for Wired Links.

Fair scheduling disciplines have been the subject of intensive study for wired 

networks. A number of practical packet schedulers have been proposed. Perfor

mance guarantees of practical packet scheduling algorithms provide worst case 

bounds on the achieved performance relative to GPS; the bounds assume that the 

incoming traffic to each queue is regulated by, for example, a leaky bucket regulator. 

Examples of such practical packet schedulers include the following:

1. Packet-by-packet GPS (PGPS) [18, 61]: PGPS is the first approximation of 

the (idealized) GPS algorithm that works at the packet level. The PGPS algo

rithm achieves good accuracy, but has a relatively high computational com

plexity.

2. The above aspect motivated the search for more efficient algorithms. As a re

sult the following algorithms have been proposed: self-clocked fa ir  queueing 

(SCFQ) [17, 27], start-time fa ir  queueing [28], worst case fa ir  weighted fa ir  

queueing (WF2Q) [7], and virtual clock algorithm [83],

B. Packet Scheduling Algorithms for Wireless Links.

Many researchers noted that packet scheduling algorithms developed for wired 

links are not suitable for use in mobile wireless networks. In such networks, user
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mobility and data errors over wireless channels are two key aspects that have to be 

considered in designing suitable packet scheduling disciplines.

In this section, we give a brief overview of some research work on wireless 

packet scheduling algorithms for both TDMA-based networks (where transmission 

power is not taken into consideration), and CDMA-based networks (where trans

mission power is taken into consideration).

1. Packet scheduling disciplines for TDMA-based Networks: work in this di

rection includes the following algorithms:

(a) Wireless packet service (WPS) [53]. In [53], the authors propose an ide

alized wireless fair queuing (IWFQ) algorithm that assumes knowledge 

of current wireless channel conditions as well as the ability to instantly 

tag the incoming packets. In addition, the authors present the WPS al

gorithm as a practical implementation of the IWFQ. It is shown that 

WPS closely approximates IWFQ, and it provides a short term bound 

on throughput and delay at the individual packet level.

(b) Wireless fa ir service (WFS) [54]: WFS consists of different components 

(e.g. error free service, and compensation models) in order to achieve 

different performance bounds on fairness, delay and throughput.

(c) Effort-limited fa ir  (ELF) scheduling [19]: ELF extends the weight fair 

queueing (WFQ) scheduler by utilizing weights that are dynamically 

adjusted according to channel conditions and users requirements (e.g., 

throughput, and residual link capacity).

(d) Other scheduling algorithms in this class include the work of: [52] (the 

WCFQ algorithm), [73], and [60] (scheduling with location dependent 

errors), and [6 8 ].

2. Packet scheduling disciplines for CDMA-based Networks: work in this di

rection includes the following algorithms:

(a) Fair packet loss sharing (FPLS) [35] algorithm: the FPLS algorithm 

considers the following three QoS parameters: transmission bit error
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rate (BER), delay, and packet loss requirements. The design aims at dis

tributing the packet loss fairly among the active users in order to max

imize the system utilization. The scheduler selects packets for trans

mission based on the delay requirements, packet loss requirements, and 

traffic load characteristics. The scheduler first selects the most urgent 

packets (MUPs) to be transmitted. In case of insufficient resources, the 

scheduler has to decide on which packets to be dropped for each user 

based on the packet loss probability for all users.

(b) Other scheduling algorithms includes the work of: [3] (WISPER algo

rithm), [80] (CDGPS), and [48],

Reference [10] provides a survey of many of the scheduling techniques men

tioned above. In summary, we note that packet schedulers that work at the link 

layer typically keep accurate information on the amount of service provided to each 

connection stream. In addition, such schedulers are aware of the wireless channel 

conditions of the mobile terminal associated with each stream. Hence, their de

sign aims at managing the available bandwidth in a fair, and efficient way. CAC 

schemes, on the other hand, utilize the available connection level information to 

regulate the work presented to the packet schedulers by admitting, delaying, and/or 

dropping the incoming requests.

2.4 QoS Provisioning using an Adaptive Multimedia 
Framework

In [46] the authors propose a call admission control and bandwidth adaptation al

gorithms for cellular networks where a fixed number of channels is assumed to be 

available for serving multimedia connections. The work uses the following per

formance metrics: cell overload probability/effective utilization, and degradation 

period ratio.
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2.4.1 System Model

In [46] the authors consider wireless/mobile multimedia networks where the band

width of an ongoing call can be dynamically adjusted by the wireless network to 

accommodate for various user conditions. The bandwidth of any call is assigned 

a discrete value from a set B  = {61, 62, • • • ,bn}, where 6j < bi+i for all

i =  1,2 , . . .  , 11.

The traffic model used by [46] is described by call arrival, call holding time and 

cell residence time. Call arrival is generated by a Poisson process with mean rate 

A calls/sec. Call holding time is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with 

mean ^ seconds. And, cell residence time is also assumed to follow an exponential 

distribution with mean ^ seconds, where h is the handoff rate.

The main objective for the devised bandwidth allocation algorithm (BAA) is to 

minimize the number of calls with bandwidth that is lower than a given target value, 

denote btar ■ A degraded call is a call with a bandwidth lower than the specified value 

btar • The devised algorithm tries to allocates at least btar for each user whenever it 

is possible.

An overloaded cell is a cell with one or more degraded calls. Therefore, cell 

overload probability (Pco) is the sum of the probabilities of being in states where 

there are one, or more, degraded calls. In [46], Pqos is a QoS parameter that specifies 

an upper bound on the cell overload probability and it is given as a QoS requirement 

(i.e., Pco  should be less than Pqos)-

A one dimensional cellular array is used to model the home cell and adjacent 

cells. This model is often used to describe streets and highways. Table 2.1 summa

rizes the symbols used in the paper.

2.4.2 Gall Admission Control

In overloaded cell the number of active calls is greater than the maximum number 

of users that can each be served at the target data rate (i.e., N th =  ^ - ) .  Upon 

the arrival of every new call, the model estimates the cell overload probability Pco  

after a prescribed estimation time T. Pco  =  P('1)- At the end of the
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Table 2.1: Summary o f  Mathematical Symbols Used in [46]
Symbols D e fin itio n
btar
Pco
P1 qos
Ph
Pr
n
r
I
T
C
N th
P{t )
B a

B t

B M

Target bandwidth 
Cell overload probability
a QoS parameter that specifies an upper bound on Pco
Handoff probability
Probability of staying in the same cell
Number of active calls in the given cell Cn
Number of active calls in the right cell Cr
Number of active calls in the left cell C )

Estimation time
Total bandwidth capacity
Maximum number of active calls allocated btar
Probability of having i calls in the cell.
The available bandwidth in the cell.
The amount of saved bandwidth as a result of reduc
ing all calls with bandwidth more than btar to calls 
with btar bandwidth.
The amount of bandwidth saved as a result of reduc
ing all call with bandwidth more than bmin into calls 
with braAr, bandwidth.__________________ ________ __

estimation time, if Pco  is estimated to be greater than Pqos the CAC rejects the 

call. The estimation takes into account the user handoff from adjacent cells, and the 

handoff from the given cell to adjacent cells. As mentioned in Chapter 1,

B(i; n,p)
n

p ^ i - p y (2 .2)

P„,+t M  =  N { n P r +  (i +  r) y , ^ jn P r( X -  Pr) +  (i +  r ) y  (1 -  y )  )  (2.3)

The overload probability Pco  is approximated by the tail of Gaussian distribu 

tion as

Nth - ( n P r + (l + r )%)
P(co

l+ n+ r

Pt°+T
N th + 1

(k) ~  Q (2.4)
• y J n P r ( l - P r )  + (l + r y % ( l - % y  

where Q(.) is the integral over the tail of a Gaussian distribution. Q(.) is computed 

using standard Normal distribution with 2 =  Nth~^, where // is the mean and equals 

to nPr + (I +  r)N- and, a  is the standard deviation and equals

nPr( l - P r) + ( l + r ) t 4 - a - ^ )
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2.4.3 The Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm (BAA)

The main goal of the BAA is to minimize the number of calls where each call is 

allocated a bandwidth btar or less. The BAA algorithm covers the following cases:

1. Bandwidth reduction: occurs when a new call arrives that cannot be served 

at the target bandwidth btar. The new call may be originated in the cell under 

consideration, or a handoff call.

2. Bandwidth expansion: occurs when either an ongoing call terminates or leaves 

the cell.

The main cases for bandwidth reduction in [46] are:

1 . if (B A > btar)

2. if (B/\ <  btar, tutd B,\ -(- B x  -2 btar)

3. if ( B a  > bmin, and B A + B T < btar)

4. i f { B A < bm in i and B a + B T > bmin)

5. if (B a S: bmin, and B a T  B,\i -2: bmin)

6 . else drop/block the call

where, B a is the available bandwidth in the cell, B T is amount of saved bandwidth 

as a result of reducing all calls with bandwidth more than btar to calls with btar 

bandwidth, and B M is amount of bandwidth saved as a result of reducing all call 

with bandwidth more than bmin into calls with bmin bandwidth.

2.4.4 Summary

The work of [46] has introduced a call admission control algorithm for adaptive 

multimedia in networks where a fixed number of channels is assumed to be avail

able for serving the connections. A bandwidth allocation algorithm has also been
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proposed to support the proposed CAC. The new CAC uses the cell overload prob

ability to predict the system state at the end of a prescribed estimation time T . By 

the end of the T  the predicted cell overload probability has been used to accept or 

reject the new call.

The cell overload probability is estimated using the prescribed value btar of the 

target bandwidth. The cell is considered overloaded if one or more calls are as

signed less than the target bandwidth. Numerical results show that the cell overload 

probability upper bound is achieved. Also, simulation results show that the pro

posed CAC reduces the forced termination probability to a negligible level, and 

increases the effective utilization as the offered load increases.

2.5 Downlink Scheduling in CDMA Data Network

In [39], the authors consider the problem of scheduling traffic on downlink CDMA 

networks, assuming knowledge of request sizes. The authors use a performance 

metric, called connection stretch (or normalized delay) to evaluate performance. 

Table 2.2 summarizes the symbols used in the paper.

Table 2.2: Summary of Mathematical Symbols Used in [39]
Symbols D e fin itio n

SINR Signal to interference plus noise ratio
0 Fraction of BS power required to transmit at rate R
R Transmission rate
E b The received energy per data bit
P i Total received interference power

P b s BS maximum available power
FER Frame error rate
jpm ax Maximum rate
p m a x
r i Maximum power assigned to connection i

R i Achieved throughput
J i Connection i

Connection size in bits
h Delay for user i (fa = Ci — af)
U Connection time
di Arrival time for connection i: first bit arrival time instant
Ci Completion time for connection i: last bit transmission time instant

Power allocation uses a simplified version of equation 1.3 in Chapter 1. The
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power equation suggests two variations of resource management: power control, 

and rate control. Power control is achieved by fixing the data rate R  and varying the 

required transmission power (the 0 parameter in Table 2.2) to achieve the data rate 

R. On the other hand, rate control is achieved by fixing the required transmission 

power, denoted 0 , and varying the data rate R. The tradeoff between power and rate 

control is studied in the paper.

2.5.1 Performance Measures and Results

In [39], connection response time (or delay) is defined as the connection completion 

time minus the connection arrival time (/* =  c* — a,). The stretch factor is defined 

as the delay experienced by a connection using a given scheduling algorithm rela

tive to the time duration required to serve a connection to completion in unloaded 

network. The unloaded system delay is computed by: f, =  \J,\/R','liax.

In [39] the authors consider scheduling algorithms to optimize different objec

tive functions. The functions presented in points 1 and 2 below are related to the 

quantity / ,  =  c, — a ,. The functions presented in points 3 and 4 below are related 

to the stretch of connection i defined as follow:

1. Minimize the maximum delay (/j =  c, — a;) incurred by connection requests: 

this function is minimized by first in first out (FIFO) scheduling algorithm.

2. Minimize the average delay (/j =  c, — a,) over all connection requests: 

this function is minimized by the shortest remaining processing time (SRPT) 

scheduling discipline.

3. Minimizing the maximum stretch (S; =  j-) incurred by connection requests: 

assuming continuum rates, a near optimal polynomial algorithm exists to 

minimize this function. Minimizing this function with the assumption of dis

crete rates is, on the other hand, NP-hard.

>max
(2.5)
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4. Minimizing the average stretch (s* =  71) over all connection requests: there 

is no polynomial time algorithm to minimize this function.

A heuristic algorithm, called RMAX, to minimize maximum stretch cost func

tion based on the earliest deadline first (EDF) strategy is proposed to handle both 

cases of continuum and discrete rates.

A. Algorithm RMAX [39]

1. Assign deadlines =  S.U + at for each queued connection. Where S ' is a 

real number such that the stretch of any connection is less than S, t.L is the 

unloaded system delay.

2. Continuum case: apply the earliest deadline first (EDF) strategy.

3. Discrete case: sort deadlines, then allocate power in order of earliest deadline 

first, using a greedy algorithm.

4. Upon a connection completion time: update the max-stretch-so-far to the 

current maximum and the completed connection stretch.

The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated against several alter

native algorithms, such as FIFO, SRPT, processor sharing and several other algo

rithms. Different performance measures are used in the evaluation such as average 

aggregate throughput, average connection stretch, maximum of connection stretch, 

connection waiting time, and average number of connections which are served at a 

data rate less than x%  of the maximum rate R max. The results were obtained for 

both cases: continuum and discrete rates. The experimental results reported in [39] 

indicate that:

1. Connection size information is useful to improve individual connection satis

faction.

2. The use of both request size, and transmission data rates seems to achieve a 

good balance between network throughput and individual connection perfor

mance.
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3. In case of continuous bandwidth, time multiplexing (i.e., use of preemption) 

outperforms code multiplexing (i.e., change of data rate).

4. In case of discrete bandwidth, a combination of both code and time multi

plexing results in satisfactory performance.

5. Continuum rates outperform discrete rates in terms of individual connection 

satisfaction and response time.

2.5.2 Summary

A class of scheduling problems for downlink data transmission in CDMA networks 

is studied in [39], Knowledge of request size and adaptive use of transmission data 

rates is shown to achieve a balance between networks throughput and individual 

user satisfaction.

2.6 Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation with Fair Schedul
ing for WCDMA Networks

In [80] the authors present an algorithm called code division generalized proces

sor sharing (CDGPS) scheduling algorithm for handling uplink traffic in CDMA 

systems. In the system, mobile users are connected to a base station (BS) which 

is connected to a mobile switching center (MSC). Each user’s traffic is sent over a 

dedicated channel and is assumed to conform to leaky bucket regulator with param

eters a  and p. Table 2.3 summarizes the symbols used in this paper.

2.6.1 CDGPS Fair Scheduling Scheme

In [80], uplink channel usage time is divided into time slots. The devised algorithm 

is based on a rate scheduling (i.e., each flow is assigned certain data rate in each time 

slot) algorithm. At the beginning of each time slot, each active mobile user sends its 

buffer status to the base station, then based on the following information, the base 

station determines each user’s rate for the next time slot: (1) user QoS requirement 

(the weight 4>i associated with the user’s traffic), and (2 ) available uplink capacity.
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Table 2.3: Summary o f  Mathematical Symbols Used in [80]
Symbols D e fin itio n

SIR
(Pi 

S i ( r , t ) 
Q ( k )  
Bi (k ) 
Qi{.Pk) 
Ti{k)
a'i(k)

tn1
ln
T

Signal to interference ratio 
Pre-assigned weight for user i
Amount of flow i traffic served during the interval (r, t) 
Flow i capacity during the kth time slot 
Total amount of backlogged traffic for flow i during slot k. 
Backlogged traffic at time pk
Estimated traffic arrival rate of flow i during time slot k 
Total amount of traffic arrived in time slot k 
Arrival time of the n th packet of flow i 
Length of the n th packet of flow i 
Scheduling period

A. Rate Scheduler

The proposed scheduling algorithm determines the flow rate, denoted Ci(k),  for 

user i at time slot k. The total rate for all flows should not exceed the system 

capacity, denoted C,  at any time slot; we recall that, in CDMA networks, the value 

C varies depending on the cell state. The devised algorithm is described next. Refer 

to Table 2.3 for variables description.

Input: Pre-assigned weights for all flows (0s).

Output: The assigned service data rate, denoted Cu to each flow i during the next 

time slot, such that the vector of all assigned service rates is feasible.

1. Estimate the amount of backlogged traffic of user i at slot k using (B{(k) =  

Qi(pk) + ri(k)T),  i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  N.  Traffic rate can be estimated by one of 

the following relations:

(a) One-step estimation: rj(/c) =  aj(fc — 1)/T .

(b) Exponential averaging: r* is updated at the arrival of every new packet.

r™ew =  (1 -  e~T^ K ) ^  +  e~ Ti / Kn old
i

2. Calculate Si(k)  as follows:

(a) If Bi(k)  =  0 then S)(fc) =  0
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(b) If Bi(k)  > 0 then S^k)  = g?T,  where

gi = ^ n'C , is the guaranteed minimum rate for user i, and assigning
2 ^ j ~ l  $3

the data rate C'j(fc) =  S i ( K ) / T  to user * is feasible.

In case of Si{k) < C T  the remaining network resources are dis

tributed to the users who require more than the minimum guaranteed 

rate in proportion to each user’s weight.

3. Ci(k) = S i ( K ) / T .

The algorithm assumes that each traffic flow is regulated by a leaky bucket regu

lator with certain token buffer size, and token generating rate parameters. The paper 

derives a delay bound in terms of the leaky bucket parameters, and the maximum 

flow backlog.

2.7 Results

Simulation results show that CDGPS improves the delay performance for heteroge

neous traffic (voice, data and video). It also achieves better utilization for the uplink 

capacity over simpler approaches.

2.8 Summary

GPS scheduling schemes have attracted considerable attention for both wired and 

wireless networks. The work of [80] presents a new GPS based on dynamic band

width allocation scheduling algorithm for the WCDMA networks.
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Chapter 3

Admission Control of Delay Bounded 
Traffic Using Non-preemptive 
Scheduling

The main results in this chapter are original contributions of the thesis. 

Specifically, the chapter starts by formalizing a call admission control 

problem for serving delay bounded traffic in networks where a fixed 

number of channels is allocated to the traffic. Next, we present a CAC 

framework for handling the above problem. The CAC utilizes a non- 

preemptive scheduler as a mechanism for exploiting possible allowable 

delays associated with individual connection requests to achieve better 

network utilization. The devised scheduler utilizes dynamic program

ming.

Performance of the resulting framework is evaluated by simulation in 

two different contexts. The first context assumes all information on 

traffic requests are known a priori; this context is suitable for analyzing 

different traffic traces. The second context does not make the above as

sumption, and hence it is suitable for real-time systems. A preliminary 

version of the work in this chapter appears in [44],
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3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, currently, there is an increasing interest in the cellular 

wireless networking industry in providing mobile subscribers with ubiquitous ac

cess to the Internet real time services in a reliable and cost effective way. In this 

context, provisioning multimedia streaming services to mobile users has received 

particular attention as an enabling technology for multimedia content playback on 

mobile terminals with limited energy and storage capacities [56].

Provisioning the required quality-of-service (QoS) measures for streaming ser

vices, however, faces the following fundamental design challenges:

1. On the one hand, compared to voice calls, streaming services demand data 

transmission at relatively higher data rates (e.g., 28 Kbps, or more, before ap

plying channel coding). Provisioning high data rates in cellular networks puts 

stringent requirements on the use of the available limited wireless resources, 

and requires the use of sophisticated scheduling mechanisms for the service 

to be profitable for the network’s provider.

2. On the other hand, satisfactory and dependable provisioning of the service 

to a mobile user require maintaining a session’s quality (e.g., data rate, and 

delays) during the session’s lifetime.

Existing approaches to provisioning QoS for real time services in cellular wire

less networks rely on the design and use of effective call admission control (CAC) 

schemes, and scheduling schemes for resource management, as mentioned in Chap

ters 1 and 2. In this chapter we consider cellular networks where a fixed number 

of channels are reserved for transmitting the delay sensitive traffic of the streaming 

QoS class.

One contribution of this chapter is on formalizing a CAC problem for such traf

fic as an optimization problem that associates two types of delays with each connec

tion request. The associated delays play two key roles in the formalized problem:

(a) they form the main optimization constraints, and (b) they present opportunities 

of increasing the system utilization by taking suitable scheduling decisions.
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The CAC devised in this chapter utilizes a non-preemptive scheduler that ex

ploits the possible opportunities of exploiting individual connection available de

lays to achieve better system utilization. As noted in Chapter 2, for prior work, we 

remark that many of the currently well established results on maintaining QoS dur

ing inter-cell user movement (handoff) concern voice only traffic (see, e.g., [78]) 

(c.f. Section 2.1). Research on supporting heterogeneous traffic, and IP-based traf

fic in cellular networks is more diversified in scope, and objectives, with a vast 

amount of literature on scheduling physical layer, and link layer frames over wire

less channels for both TDMA and CDMA systems. On the other hand, examples of 

work on scheduling and admission control at higher layers (e.g., connections with 

known time durations or traffic volumes, transport layer flows and packets, and/or 

network layer packets) include, for example, the work of [39] (cf. Section 2.5), [46] 

(cf. Section 2.4), and [81]. The above work, however, does not consider the delay 

bounds considered in this work.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 introduce 

the cellular network model, and give a mathematical formulation of a scheduling 

problem for serving the underlying streaming requests. Section 3.4 provides some 

background results and remarks. Sections 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 describe the architecture 

of the main components of the proposed adaptive scheduling framework. In section 

3.8, we present the obtained performance results of the system, and conclude with 

some remarks in section 3.9.

3.2 System Model

Throughout this chapter, we consider a GSM-like cellular system with a fixed num

ber of dedicated data channels for serving incoming connection requests of the 

streaming QoS class. The basic assumptions are:

1. We assume that the wireless network allocates a fixed number of channels, 

denoted C,  for serving the incoming connection requests that require delay 

bounded services.

2. Users send their multimedia connection requests to the base station. User
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requests to the base station for receiving multimedia streams are assumed to 

be served by multimedia servers located either on the Internet, or hosted by 

the wireless network provider.

3. In both cases (i.e., multimedia servers located either on the Internet, or hosted 

by the wireless network provider), the time delay to fetch a requested stream, 

and make it available for downlink wireless transmission is assumed to con

sume a negligible amount of time. Hence, user requests that are admitted for 

service have their arrival time to the base station coinciding with the arrival 

time of the associated stream of packets from the multimedia server to the 

base station.

4. Each admitted request is served by allocating one channel. The bandwidth 

offered by each channel is assumed to be sufficient for serving each multi- 

media connection at a satisfactory data rate relative to its encoding method 

and parameters, and hence, there is no need for bandwidth adaptation during 

a connection’s lifetime.

In addition to serving a connection stream at a satisfactory data rate from start 

to finish, the service model of the streaming QoS class considers the following two 

types of delays:

•  Start of service delay: for streaming requests that receive service, this de

lay is defined as the time elapsed between a user request, and the time the 

base station starts the downlink transmission. Each request is assumed to 

be associated with a maximum tolerable start of service delay. Such maxi

mum allowable delay may either be set by the network provider, or explicitly 

specified by the user’s application requesting the stream. The length of the 

delay period is expected to be longer than the duration of the requested media 

stream, and is intended to reflect the residence time of a mobile user in one 

location while waiting for the request to be served.

•  Service interruption delay: this type of delay may arise if the base station 

becomes overloaded serving multiple connections that require more than the
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allocated number of channels. The arrival of handoff connections is one rea

son that may give rise to an overload condition.

We now make the following remarks:

1. The system model assumes that all connection requests are served using a 

single data rate. The single data rate assumption is suitable when all user 

equipments have similar capabilities.

2. To serve each connection request, the network can utilize one of the following 

basic service disciplines:

(a) Non-preemptive service discipline in which each connection receives 

a dedicated data channel from start to completion without interruption.

(b) Preemptive service discipline in which service can be interrupted one, 

or more, times during a connection’s life time.

3. In this chapter, we adopt the non-preemptive service discipline for its sim

plicity, efficiency, and its potential of minimizing delay jitter at the receiving 

end during playback.

4. We also note the above two types of delays present both opportunities, and 

challenges to managing network resources. On the one hand, the CAC can 

exploit the tolerable start of service delays to admit more traffic connections. 

On the other hand, the CAC should admit new connections only if they can 

be served to completion, along with other possible ongoing connections.

We henceforth use the term delay bounded traffic to refer to connection requests 

that have constraints on either the start of service delay, and/or service interruption 

delay.

3.3 Problem Formulation

As explained above, to best serve the delay bounded traffic, the resource allocation 

algorithms should take into account the delays associated with each connection.
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Dealing with such delays, without interrupting the service to each connection, calls 

for utilizing a suitable non-preemptive scheduling mechanism to decide when each 

connection should start receiving service.

Such non-preemptive scheduling computations, however, is not suitable for be

ing implemented by the network link-layer packet-scheduler. The architecture con

sidered in this chapter relies on the following ideas:

•  dealing with the application level delays of the streaming connections are 

handled by a call admission control (CAC) module,

•  the CAC module utilizes a suitable non-preemptive scheduling module (called 

the CAC’s scheduler) to decide whether to accept, delay, or reject incoming 

connection requests, and

• the CAC views time as a sequence of fixed-length slots, where each slot is a 

multiple integer of the link-layer packet scheduler slot length.

We approach the problem of designing an effective CAC scheme to satisfy the 

design requirements of the streaming class by formalizing the following combina

torial problem. At any instant of time t, the CAC is given the following input:

R(t) = { ri, r 2, r3, , rriR}: a set of n R connection requests. Each request r, is 

specified by the following:

•  li\ connection length,

•  di. arrival instant,

•  di. maximum allowable delay, and

•  ;r,: weight.

All intervals and time instants assume integer values in units of the CAC’s 

time slots mentioned above. Request r, is dropped from the system if it can

not be started on, or before, time Oj +  dj.

Tpian (the planning interval of the scheduler): Tpian is a CAC design parameter, 

when invoked, the computed schedule allocates channels to requests that start 

no later than the interval defined by this parameter.
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We, now comment on how to incorporate the streaming QoS class delays men

tioned above into the above problem framework:

1. For a connection originating in the target cell, we set di to the maximum 

tolerable start of service delay associated with the request.

2. In contrast, if ^  is a handoff request from a neighboring cell to the target 

cell, then is an ongoing connection that should experience a limited inter

ruption delay. Hence, we set di to the maximum tolerable interruption delay 

associated with that particular connection.

3. Request weights in the problem formulation are intended to give more elab

orate control on the behavior of the scheduler. For example, the weights 

may be set by the network provider to provide service differentiation among 

classes of requests. Alternatively, they can be set by a resource management 

module prior to calling the scheduler to give priority to some requests over 

others.

We can now define an ideal (short term) CAG as one that given a set R(t) of 

already arrived requests, the CAC admits a subset of requests R! C R (t)  that maxi

mizes the objective function Y2rieR' Wi suc^ that:

1. all admitted requests can be scheduled to start no later than Tpian units of 

time, and

2 . if request rl is selected for service then r* starts transmission during the inter

val + di], and continues to receive uninterrupted service for the entire 

duration of R  while being resident in the target cell.

That is, we seek a non-preemptive schedule that maximizes the objective func

tion. Connection requests in R! are then forwarded to the link-layer packet sched

uler, together with the computed start of service times. Under ideal user channel 

conditions, all streams in R 1 can then be transmitted to their respective users without 

violating the delay constraints.
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3.4 Background Results and Remarks

The above CAC design problem calls for selecting a set of connections of maxi

mum total weight that can be non-preemptively scheduled, along with the currently 

ongoing connections, so as to satisfy the required delay constraints. This type of 

non-preemptive scheduling problems is related to the class of interval scheduling 

problems for which various related results appear in the literature, as summarized 

below

1. The above problem has been shown to be NP-complete when Tpian is uncon

strained, and connection durations, and allowable delays can assume arbitrary 

values, even when the number of channels C  =  1. In this special case, the 

problem is equivalent to problem [SSI] (sequencing with release times, and 

deadlines) in [26]. The problem is also NP-complete when C > 1, and all 

deadlines are equal (cf. problem [SS8 ] on multiprocessor scheduling in [26]).

2. Approximation algorithms with bounded approximation ratios for variants 

of the above problem are given in [5], In [5] the authors consider a non- 

preemptive interval scheduling problem where each task is described by re

lease time, deadline, weight, and processing time on each processor. Similar 

to our problem mentioned above, the objective of [5] is to maximize the total 

of the served tasks. [5] presents a 5.828 approximation algorithm for solving 

the problem.

3. We also remark that, for the special case when all tolerable delays are zero, 

the problem admits efficient solutions for any fixed number of channels C  

(see, for example, [11, 23] and the references therein).

4. When Tpian < 1 (i.e., all selected requests must be eligible for receiving ser

vice immediately), the optimum solution can be simply obtained by sorting 

requests that are eligible for receiving immediate service in a non-increasing 

order of the weights, and greedily serving as many requests as possible ac

cording to the sorted list. This approach is referred to as priority based
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scheduling (PBS), and has been used in many systems (see, e.g., [41] for 

an overview of the use of some priority rules in scheduling).

5. When Tptan > 1, a PBS can be used to schedule an arbitrary number of 

requests, with arbitrary arrival times. The usage scheme involves invoking the 

scheduler every time a channel becomes available. The performance obtained 

by such usage, however, is suboptimal. For example, Figure 3.1 shows three 

requests all arriving at time t = 0. Assuming (7 =  2, and Tpian > 4, one can 

check that all requests can be scheduled. In contrast, for each of the following 

possible definitions of request weights, at most two requests can be served by 

a PBS.

(a) Setting Wi = i, so as to give longer requests a higher priority.

(b) Setting uy =  1 /d i so as to give priority to requests that are close to 

expiry (as in the earlier deadline first scheme).

(c) Setting =  £*/di so as to favor longer requests in case two or more 

requests have the same expiry time.
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Figure 3.1: A Scenario with 3 Connection Requests (dashed lines indicate allow able de
lays).

3.5 Call Admission Control Framework

In this section, we develop a CAC framework that considers the design requirements 

mentioned in Section 3.3 for providing delay bounded services for connection re

quests of the streaming QoS class.
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The CAC framework presented in this chapter (refereed to as the delay bounded 

adaptive system, abbreviated DBAS) has two main modules, refereed to as the Tpian 

adapter, and the CAC’s scheduler. Briefly, the modules perform the following tasks:

1. The Tpian adapter acts as a front end in the framework; the adapter moni

tors the incoming traffic requests, and admits requests if free channels are 

available. When the system is backlogged, the front end also estimates an 

appropriate planning horizon time Tpian, and calls the scheduler (part of the 

back end).

2. The scheduler acts as a back end in the framework; the scheduler takes as 

input the computed Tpian time, and executes a heuristic algorithm that sched

ules a collection of requests, so that each request starts no later than Tpian 

units of time.

Details of each module are presented next.

3.6 Tpian Adapter (DBAS Front End)

In the devised framework, when the CAC’s scheduler is invoked with a set R (t) of 

connection requests, the scheduler selects a subset R! of requests for admission, so 

that each admitted request starts no later that Tplan units of time. We now mention 

the following remarks on the importance of setting the Tplan interval:

1. The length of the Tplan parameter affects both the amount of work done by 

the CAC’s scheduler, and the set of admitted requests.

2. The use of a simple priority based scheduler (PBS) that does not attempt to 

set a long term scheduling plan when invoked is advantageous when there is 

plenty of incoming requests to the system such that the dropped requests are 

replaced quickly with new arrivals.

3. On the other hand, the use of a scheduler that strives to maximize the objec

tive function by computing a detailed time schedule over a given planning
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interval Tpian is advantageous when the incoming traffic requests is bursty, 

with average burst inter-arrival time close to Tpian.

4. Moreover, the optimal decisions at various stages depend on the time varying 

arrival patterns of the streaming requests.

We conclude that the Tpian interval affects both the amount of work done by the 

CAC’s scheduler, and the quality of the computed output. Figure 3.2 presents an 

algorithm for adjusting the Tpian interval. Roughly speaking, the function monitors 

the incoming connection requests, and increases Tpian as it observes a decline in the 

number of arriving requests. In contrast, the function decreases Tpian as it observes 

an increase in the number of arriving requests. To describe the function, we first 

introduce the following notations:

Q: a queue storing the traffic requests awaiting service.

Q D : a queue storing the amount of tolerable delays associated with the most recent 

C  requests for the purpose of computing the average delay d associated with 

the most recent arrivals.

d: the average tolerable delay of the most recent C  arrivals (computed from the 

data stored in queue QD).

t: the current system time.

tsLC’ (time scheduler last called) t s i c  is set to zero on initialization, and when 

the queue Q empties. Otherwise, t SLc  is updated every time the scheduler is 

invoked.

A sl c ’' (time since the scheduler last called) this quantity is defined if t s i c  >  0 as

& - S L C  =  t  —  t S L C -

Figure 3.2 presents a pseudo code of the Tpian Adapter module. The Tpian 

Adapter module consists of two phases. The operations of the module can be sum

marized as follows:
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1. The initialization phase sets t s w  =  — 1 to indicate that the scheduler has not 

been called yet, and clears the queue Q D .

2. The main phase is an event driven loop, with request arrivals and completions 

being the main events. Upon the arrival of new request, the request’s tolerable 

delay is added to Q D ', If the request cannot be served (all channels are busy) 

then add the request to queue Q , else serve the request; The main events of 

the loop are:

•  When a request completes service and the scheduler has not been called 

since the last time Q  has emptied (i.e., ( t s w  — ~  1)> if (|<3| — 1) serve 

the queued request; else if (|Q| >  2 ) compute the average tolerable 

delay d  from the data in Q D ] Tpian is set to d, and finally the scheduler 

is called. Here, d  has been selected as a convenient initial value.

•  On request completion event and t s w  > 0, the module considers dif

ferent actions according to Q 's size. If (\Q\ = 0 )  then reset t s w  =  — 1; 

if (|Q| =  1) serve the queued request; Finally, for the the case of 

( \Q\ > 2), the module considers three cases. First case: no arrival since 

last scheduler invocation, and Tpian has not expired (i.e., Tpian > A s lc ) ,  

this indicates that the current value of Tpian is adequate, and no fur

ther action is required. Second case: one, or more, arrivals occurred 

since last scheduler invocation, and Tpian has not expired, the scheduler 

is invoked, and Tpian is shortened using exponential moving average: 

Tpian — ocTpian + (1 — a )  A slc> we use a  =  0.5 in the simulation study. 

Third case: Tpian expired (i.e., Tpian < A s w ) ,  the current value of 

Tpian is perceived to be inadequately short; extend Tpian gradually, up 

to a maximum value of the longest tolerable delay of requests awaiting 

service.

We conclude this section by remarking that when Tplan < 1, both a PBS and 

the main scheduling function of the CAC (cf. Figure 3.6) compute an optimum 

solution. The adaptive scheme is designed to converge to using short T pian intervals 

when it detects a traffic pattern where dropped requests are quickly replaced with
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Tpian Adapter (DBAS Front End):
1. Initialize t s i c  =  —1> and Q D  =  <j>
2. do forever {

switch (event)
event: arrival of a new request.

- add the tolerable delay of the request to Q D ;
- if the request cannot be served (all channels are busy) then add the request to 
queue Q, else serve the request;
- break;

event: completion of a request, and ( t s w  = =  —1)
- if (|Q| = =  1) serve the queued request;
else if (|<5| > 2) compute the average tolerable delay d from the data in Q D \ 
set Tpian = d; call the scheduler;
- break;

event: completion of a request, and { t $ L C  > 0)
- if (|Q| = =  0) reset t S L C  =  - 1 ;

else if (| <5| = = 1 )  serve the queued request; 
else if (\Q\ > 2) {

case: no arrival since last scheduler invocation, and Tpian has not ex
pired (i.e., T p i a n  >  A s l c ) -

The current value of Tpian is viewed as adequate; continue execut
ing the remaining part of the scheduled requests; 
break;

case: one, or more, arrivals occurred since last scheduler invocation, 
and Tpian has not expired.

The arrival of new requests require invoking the scheduler; the 
current value of Tpian is perceived to be longer than needed. To 
shorten the value, use an exponential moving average: Tpian =
o T p i a n  +  ( 1  -  a ) A s L C ' ,

break;
case: Tpian expired (i.e., Tplan < A Slc ) -

The current value of Tpian is perceived to be inadequately short; 
extend Tpian gradually, up to a maximum value of the longest tol
erable delay of requests awaiting service; 
break;

}
break;

}

Figure 3.2: Pseudo-code o f  the Tpian A dapter o f  the D elay Bounded A daptive Scheduling 
(DBAS) Framework.
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new requests. Hence, the devised DBAS framework is expected to be competitive 

with a PBS even for traffic patterns that suit PBS best.

3.7 The Scheduler (DBAS Back End)

The scheduling module is a core module in the proposed framework. When invoked 

at time t, the scheduler takes as input the following parameters:

1 . the number of free channels at time t, denoted C,

2. a set R (t) = { r j, r-2 , .... r nj->} of outstanding unexpired connection requests, 

each request rj is described by its duration l t, and the (possibly updated) 

values of its weight wu and delay constraint, denoted di, and

3. the current value of the Tpian parameter.

An ideal scheduler selects a subset Ft! <E R(t) of maximum total weight wi

that can be scheduled non-preemptively on the C(t) channels, so that no connec

tion starts later than t  +  T pian.

As remarked in section 3.4, if Tpian, connection lengths, and tolerable delays 

are allowed to assume arbitrary values, the problem of designing an ideal scheduler 

is NP-complete (even for C  =  1). In this section, we devise a heuristic scheduling 

model based on the idea of k-channel packing (&-CPS) described below.

3.7.1 Design of / -Channel Packing Schedulers

To start, we call a scheduler that computes a schedule for a given number k of chan

nels a k-channel packing scheduler (k-CPS). The availability of a A -CPS algorithm 

(for any k >  1) allows us to design a heuristic algorithm to construct a schedule for 

any number C, C > k, of channels. The idea is to invoke such algorithm \C /k]  

times. Each invocation, selects a subset of connection requests that can be sched

uled over k channels (the last invocation selects connection requests that can be 

scheduled over <  k channels), the selected connections are subsequently removed 

from the input. The following remarks apply to the above approach:
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1. For k — 1, the construction of an optimal 1-CPS is conceptually simple.

2. The case of developing and utilizing a 2-CPS is more interesting, neverthe

less, we are not aware of any performance study of the resulting class of 

schedulers. One contribution in this chapter is to develop a dynamic program 

for an optimal 2-CPS, and examine its performance.

3. We note that for any value of A; >  1, the performance of a (k +  1)-CPS can 

be shown to be better, than the performance obtained by applying an optimal 

k-CFS, followed by an optimal 1-CPS. To illustrate this point, consider, the 

following example.

Example.

The problem instance in Figure 3.3 has five requests, where C  =  2 channels, 

Tpian >  8 , the weight of each request is its length (e.g., w\ =  l \  =  4), and 

the tolerable delay is given by the length of the associated dashed line (e.g., 

d\ =  1). Two consecutive applications of an optimal 1-CPS may produce 

the sequences (r3, r 2 , r 5), and (ry) (or, alternatively, (r4) instead of (ry)) that 

form a maximal schedule over (7 =  2 channels of total weight =  14 units. In 

contrast, an optimal 2-CPS computes the sequences ( r i , r 2), and (ry. ry, r 5) 

of total weight =  18 units. In this example, a 2-CPS achieves more than 28% 

gain than repeated application of a 1-CPS. □

re g u e s ts
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Figure 3.3: A Scenario with Five Connection Requests.
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3.7.2 Scheduling Algorithm

In the above section, it has been shown that an optimal 2-CPS can achieve a sub

stantial improvement over the iterated use of an optimal 1-CPS. The availability of 

such optimal 2-CPS can then be used to construct a scheduler for any number of 

channels C, C  > 2 , using the setup outlined in Figure 3.4. Below, we devise one 

such novel 2-CPS, and analyze its running time.

The Scheduler (DBAS Back End):
Input: Tp[an, and the list of queued requests in Q
Output: a subset R! of requests of R ( t ) that can all be started within Tpian units of time

1. let S =  the subset of requests whose remaining tolerable delay < Tpian.
2. fori  =  0 , 1 , - 1

invoke function 2-CPS to schedule requests to be served by channels 2i, and 2z +1; 
remove the scheduled connections from S';

3. if (2(i +  1) < C) obtain an optimum packing for channel C\
4. start executing the scheduled requests

Figure 3.4: Pseudo-code o f  the Scheduler o f  the DBAS Framework.

3.7.3 Two-Channel Packing Scheduler

Function 2-CPS described below is the core module that computes an optimum 

solution for packing traffic requests into two channels. The design outlined below 

is intended to be general and useful for both online usage, and offline usage to 

analyze scheduling of traffic traces:

•  Online scheduling usage is our present context where all traffic requests are 

assumed to have arrived to the base station before invoking the scheduler.

•  Off-line scheduling usage is useful when running the back end module as a 

stand alone tool for the purpose of analyzing traces of traffic requests where 

arrivals can appear anywhere inside the trace.

The above generalization in the overall design is achieved with a negligible 

increase in the implementation complexity.
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The following summarizes the important additional variables used by the func

tion. To simplify the presentation, throughout this section we treat the time instant 

when the scheduler is invoked as t =  0. All traffic requests arrival times, and 

remaining tolerable delay intervals are relative to this time instant.

D R  = {ritd\ Ti G R, and d = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  min(dj, Tpian)}: the set of all undelayed, 

and delayed (up to a maximum of Tpian units) instances of traffic requests.

nDR: the number of requests in D R. That is, n DR =  efl( l +  m in(d,,Tp;an)), 

where the term ” 1” accounts for the undelayed version of request rt, and the 

term min(dj, Tpian) accounts for the number of possible delayed versions of 

request r, .

L[l, 2 , . . . ,  udr]- a list of the traffic instances in D R  sorted in a nondecreasing 

order of their starting times. That is, for request indexes i and j ,  the instance 

ritd comes before the instance rjrj' in L i t  d < d!.

L[k] : For simplicity of presentation, if k is a valid index in L  corresponding to an 

instance of request r:i G R, then L[k\ refers to the identity (i.e. the index 

j ) of that request. So wL\k) refers to the weight Wj of r ?.

Example.

Figure 3.5 illustrates 5 traffic requests (rt , r 2, . . . ,  r 5) arriving at t =  0.

The set D R  of all undelayed, and delayed request instances has u d r ~

19 instances appearing in the list L  shown below. A possible list L  of 

traffic instances stored in a non-decreasing order of their starting time 

is
L =  (n,o,r2,o,---,r5,o,ri)i , r2>i , . . . , r 5il, 

r 2 , 2 D 4 , 2 D 5 , 2 D 2 , 3 , r 5,3,

T2,4,Ts,4, 7A5, r5,6)

For k =  7, the kth element in L  is r 2,i. Using the above mentioned 

convention, we get L[7] equals the identity of request r 2j ,  which is r 2.

So wL[7] refers to w2. □
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A. Variables of the Dynamic Program

The devised scheduler computes an optimum solution using a dynamic program 

that considers all instances of requests in D R  according to the ordering determined 

by L. In particular, at the Ath stage, k = 0,1, 2 , ,  n DR, the function considers the 

effect of including, and excluding, the request L[k], by keeping track of quantities of 

the types S {k) [?', j] described below. In the following definition, i and j  are assumed 

to be time instants where i < j , and i , j  G [—1 ,T pian\. The special value of —1

is used to denote a boundary condition that does not correspond to any possible

instant when a request can be scheduled to start receiving service.

j]: a subset of {L[q]\ q — 1, 2 , . . . ,  k}  (i.e., the first k entries of L) is of type

S (k)[iJ] if

1. no two instances in the subset correspond to the same request in R,  and

2. the subset can be scheduled over two channels such that the latest re

quests scheduled for service over the two channels start at instants i,

and j ,  respectively, where i < j.

Note that the special case where i = — 1 indicates that no request is scheduled 

for service on one channel. In addition, the special case where i — j  =  —1 

indicates that no request is scheduled for service over both channels.

Example.

in Figure 3.5, if we let

L — (r l,0, 2̂,0) • • • ) r 5,0, ? T , 1 j  T 2 , l ,  • • • , ^5,1,
^2.2,?’4)2,r5,2,r2>3,r5,3,
^2,4,r5,4,r5)5,r5)6)

then the set { rij0, r 3j0, r 4)2} is of type =  0, j  = 2] (it may also

be of other types) since all three instances belong to the first 12 entries 

of L,  and the instances can be scheduled over two channels such that
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Figure 3.5: The set D R o f  all Undelayed, and D elayed  Connection Request Instances o f  
the Set R in Figure 3.3 (a  total o f  2 +  5 +  2 +  3 +  7 = 1 9  instances).

r lj0 is packed in one channel (starts at time i = 0), and {r3;0, r4j2} are 

packed into the second channel (request 4 starts at time j  = 2).

And, the set { ri)0} is of type S'Wfz =  — 1 , j  =  0] since r 1>0 is the first 

entry in L, and it can be scheduled over two channels such that one 

channel is empty (so, i = —1), and the other channel starts at time

j  = 0. □

In function 2-CPS, we use variables denoted S^k^ [ i , j )  to store maximum 

weighted sets of the corresponding types. Furthermore, we say that request L[k\

can be tightly packed with set [i, j] if

1. .S,(7i:~k j] can be scheduled over two channels, and

2. if L[k] =  rjtd for some request r ,, where d > 0 (i.e. L[k] is a positively

delayed instance) then there is no idle time between the start of L[k\, and the 

end of it preceding request on the same channel.

B. The Dynamic Program

Figure 3.6 presents the 2-CPS function. The function consists of two parts: 

the initialization part, and the main loop. The initialization part (steps 1 and 2)
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Function 2-CPS:
Input: Tpian, and R, as described above
Output: a subset of DR  with maximum total weight that can be scheduled over two chan
nels.

1. construct the set DR, and the ordered list L.
2. perform the following initializations:

case: both channels are not currently serving requests 
set [— 1, —1] — (f)\ break; 

case: one channel is empty, the other is currently serving a request r 
set S ' ®  [— 1,0] =  {r}; break; 

case: both channels are busy serving two requests r\ and r 2 

set S® [0,0] = {zq, r 2}; break;

3. for k =  1,2, . . . ,  nDR {

3.1. for all relevant pairs of time instants ( i , j ) , i < j , i , j £ [ 0 ,  Tpian\ {

=  maximum weighted subset of (S(k S [ i ,  j],
{S(fc” 1)[i/, j'] U L[k] : where L[k] can be tightly packed with S*^-1^ ' , / ]  to 
obtain a valid S ® [i, j] set })

}
4. return a set from the collection S (nDR> [.,.] with the maximum possible total weight

Figure 3.6: Pseudo-code fo r  Function 2-CPS.

constructs both sets D R  and L, and initializes an array that stores the collection 

S® [i, j] with entries corresponding to the ongoing requests. In step 3, the function 

processes each connection request instance L[k] for k = 1 , 2 . . . . .  n DR. Processing 

L[k] is done by constructing array [z, j] from entries in the previously computed 

array S(k~^ [i, j]

A  number of remarks on the implementation, correctness, and timing of the 

above function now follow.

C. Implementation Issues

We now mention a few remarks on the implementation aspects of the function 

2-CPS.

•  As can be seen from Figure 3.6, the collection of sets computed at any stage k,
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k > 1, is computed from the collection of sets pre-computed at the previous 

stage k  — 1. Thus , the above function can be implemented with just two 

arrays of sets, where entries in each array are indexed by a pair (*, j ) of time 

instants.

•  Furthermore, the relevant entries in the array storing the collection [.,.] of 

sets can be computed as the need arises when processing the entries of the ar

ray storing the collection That is, there is no need to exhaustively

consider all possible pairs (i, j )  where i < j ,  and i , j  e  {—1 , 0 , 1 , . . . ,  Tpian} 

since many combinations will correspond to empty sets. The length of each 

such table, however, remains bounded by 0 ( \T pian2) (since i < j).

D. Correctness

The above function can be shown to be correct since the program considers both 

the effect of including, and excluding each eligible instance in the set D R. In par

ticular, consideration of a set [?;, j ] in step 3.1, accounts for the case where the 

instance L[k] is excluded from computing a possible maximum weighted j] 

set. On the other hand, consideration of sets of type S^k~^ [i', j'] (J L[k] accounts for 

cases where L[k] are included in computing a possible maximum weighted S (k} [i,j] 

set.

E. Running Time

The function performs udr  iterations. If l min is the length of the shortest 

request in R, then in each iteration, the length of each array described above is 

bounded by 0 ( ! ( 5 ^ ) 2). So, the total running time is
t - m i n  ^  y m i n

3.7.4 One-channel Packing Scheduler

As mentioned above, if the number of channels C  is an odd integer, then step 3 of 

Figure 3.4 seeks to compute an optimum packing of the last (unpaired) channel C. 

We remark that function 2-CPS can be used to construct an optimal schedule over
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one channel (for example, by assuming that one of the two channels has an ongoing 

connection request of length >  Tpian).
p  p

The running time in this type of invocation is where is
^ r a i n  ^ m i n

the length of each array mentioned in the implementation section. A more careful 

implementation of the function, however, reveals that the function can be imple

mented to run in 0 (T piann R), where n R is the number of undelayed requests in the 

input set R(t).

3.8 Performance Results

In this section, we use simulation to explore the usefulness and effectiveness of the 

proposed design concepts. In particular we consider the following aspects:

1. Evaluating the exponential moving average effect: as presented in Section

3.6, the Tpian adapter module utilizes an exponential moving average mech

anism with parameter, denoted a. We explore in Section 3.8.1 the effect of 

varying the parameter a  on the system’s effective throughput. To explore 

this particular aspect, a complete implementation of the entire CAC system 

is utilized.

2. Evaluating the CAC’s scheduler performance: to assess the effectiveness 

of the scheduling module, we use the module in an offline context where a 

given traffic trace is analyzed. The obtained results are compared to the re

sults achieved by using a predictive CAC obtained by modifying an algorithm 

due to [46].

3. Evaluating the overall framework performance: here, we assess the per

formance the overall framework in an online context where the comparison 

is done against a priority based scheduler (PBS).

Throughout this section, user connection requests, and mobility parameters are 

described by the following parameters (see also [46]).
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A: (connection requests arrival rate) streaming connection requests are assumed to 

originate in the target cell, and the neighboring cells, as a Poisson process 

with rate A connection/sec.

1 //j,: (average connection duration) the time duration of each connection request is 

assumed to be exponentially distributed with an average of 1 / fi seconds.

1/8: (average connection residence time) the time duration during which a connec

tion is served in its originating cell (before moving to a neighboring cell) is 

assumed to be exponentially distributed with average 1 /8  seconds. After that 

time duration, the ongoing connection is assumed to handoff to one of the 

neighboring cell according to some probability distribution.

3.8.1 Evaluating the Exponential Moving Average Effect

As presented in Figure 3.2, the Tplon adapter utilizes an exponential moving average 

(EMA) method to shorten the planning period using the formula:

Tplan  =  O t.Tpian  +  (1  ~  & ) . A s W -  ( 3 - 1 )

In the formula, the most recent computed Tpian values are favored by using a 

large value for the parameter a. To explore the effect of the parameter a  on the 

overall performance of the system, several simulation experiments are conducted 

using a complete implementation of the CAC module.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the results obtained by changing the parameter a  in the 

range a  =  0.0, 0.1, 0.5,0.9,1.0, and the offered traffic load in the range 7, 10, 15, 

17, and obtaining the resulting effective system throughput. Numerical values of 

other parameters related to user mobility are set as in Section 3.8.2. We observe 

that the resulting effective throughput is not particularly sensitive to changes in a. 

So, we set a  =  0.5 for the rest of the experiments.

3.8.2 Evaluating the Scheduler Performance

As mentioned above, the scheduler is a core module in the devised DBAS frame

work. For the purpose of evaluating the performance of the scheduler we conduct
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Figure 3 .7: Effect o f  Choosing the Param eter a  in the EMA on the Effective Throughput 
Under Different Offered Traffic Load.

simulation experiments under the following assumptions:

1. The DBAS CAC module is invoked with all traffic request information known 

a priori, and unconstrained value of Tpian.

2. The performance of the DBAS framework is compared against a CAC scheme, 

referred to below as the p re d ic t iv e  C A C . The predictive CAC scheme intro

duces modifications to the CAC scheme in [46].

3. In contrast to the DBAS invocation assumption mentioned above, at any in*- 

stant t, the devised predictive CAC is invoked with information on traffic 

requests that have arrived on, or before, the instant t. However, as mentioned 

below, the predictive CAC assumes a priori knowledge of traffic distributions 

(e.g., distribution of connection request arrival times, distribution of connec

tion duration times).

4. The predictive CAC is designed to give higher priority to the handoff traffic, 

and hence, the predictive algorithm is expected to be particularly effective in 

minimizing the forced termination probability.

Below, we first start be describing the predictive CAC scheme, followed by pre

senting and discussing the obtained results.
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A. The predictive CAC

We recall that in [46], the authors introduced a predictive CAC for serving

streaming connections in a system with the following properties:

•  The bandwidth of an ongoing multimedia connection can be dynamically ad

justed several times during the connection’s lifetime. In particular, the as

signed data rate to a connection can be decreased if the target cell becomes 

congested.

•  The CAC devised in [46] works by predicting a cell overload  probability, 

denoted P c o , at the end of some estimation time T; P co  is defined as the 

probability that the number of ongoing connections in the target cell at the 

end of the interval T  exceeds the maximum number of connections that can 

be served at a target data rate.

•  The CAC rejects a connection request if the computed Pco  exceeds a pre

scribed threshold probability, denoted Pqos.

Predictive CAC:
Input: traffic, and mobility parameters, as described above, as well as CAC control parameters 

T  and Pqos.

1. the CAC queue:
- upon arrival of a handoff connection, admit the connection by adding it to the sched
uler’s queue;

- upon arrival of a connection originating in the target cell (and every fixed interval of 
time thereafter) get the number of active connections in the target cell, and its neighbors, 
use equation (3) in [46] to evaluate P c o \ if the computed Pco  < Pqos admit the 
connection with highest weight by moving it to the scheduler’s queue;

2. the CAC’s scheduler’s queue: use a priority based scheduler to manage the sched
uler’s queue.

3. remove expired connections periodically

Figure 3.8: Pseudo-code o f  a Predictive Adm ission Control Scheme.

In this section, we use a modified version of the above predictive CAC mecha

nism adapted to serve the present context where each admitted connection request
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occupies one channel during its lifetime, and connections are assumed to be served 

non-preemptively. In the modified version, the CAC adds an incoming handoff 

connection to the scheduling queue without subjecting it to the Pco < Pqos test.

In contrast, a connection request originating in the target cell is delayed until the 

computed Pco  falls below Pqos. Thus, the modified version gives higher priority to 

the handoff traffic, and hence, the predictive algorithm is expected to be particularly 

effective in minimizing the forced termination probability.

B. Simulation Parameters

The numerical values used to derive the results are summarized in Table 3.1. System 

capacity C  is set to 200 channels, each user is allocated 10 channels at each time, 

thus, the system can support a maximum of 20 users at a time. For each connection 

request r.L, we set di = 0.1/:',. The arrival rate A is varied to generate different levels 

of offered traffic loads.

Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value
C 200 channels
1 In 200 seconds
1/5 100 seconds
T 20 seconds
p1 qos 0.2
di 0 .1 4

C. Numerical Results

Throughout the thesis, each simulation run is repeated a number of times to achieve 

a 95% confidence level; the average of such runs is depicted in the figures in chap

ters 3, 4, and 5. To avoid transient effects, each experiment is run for a sufficiently 

long time.

1. Effective Throughput

Figure 3.9 depicts the effective throughput results. As the system load increases, 

the effective throughput increases for both schemes. The proposed DBAS scheme
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Figure 3.9: Throughput o f  the A daptive DBAS Framework versus the Predictive CAC  
[C = 200].

achieves higher throughput at high cell loads. The obtained results suggest that the 

DBAS scheme is successful in achieving its main objective function. At low cell 

load, both schemes achieve very close results.

2. Percentages of Forcibly Terminated Connections

Forced Connections for C = 200
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Figure 3.10: Forced Connections o f  the Adaptive DBAS Framework versus the Predictive 
CAC [C = 200],

The percentages of forcibly terminated connections results are shown in Figure 

3.10. The proposed DBAS scheme outperforms the predictive scheme in terms 

of the percentage of forcibly terminated connections, both schemes managed to 

achieve relatively low percentage of forcibly terminated connections (less than 6% 

in case of predictive scheme, and less than 4%  in case of DBAS scheme).
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3. Percentages of Completed Connections

Figure 3.11 shows the results for the percentage of completed connections. It 

shows that increasing the offered load (in Erlang) decreases the percentage of com

pleted connections. It also shows that the DBAS scheme serves more connections 

to completion than the predictive scheme.

Completed Connections for C = 200

O 0.95
O
0
C 0.9 OO

0.850
Cl
E 0.8 6
°  0.75OO)

0
0 -  0.65

0.6 0. 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Cell Load (Erlang)

Figure 3.11: Com pleted Connections o f  the A daptive DBAS Framework versus the Predic
tive CAC [C -2 0 0 ] ,

4 . Percentages of Blocked Connections

Figure 3,12 depicts the results for the percentages of blocked connections. Re

sults show that DBAS framework outperforms the adaptive scheme in terms of 

number of blocked connections. Increasing the cell load increases the percentage 

of blocked calls.

Blocked Connections for C = 200
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; Predictive 
Proposed DBAScn
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j? 01c0)p
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C ell L o a d  (E r la n g )

Figure 3.12: Blocked Connections o f  the A daptive DBAS Framework versus the Predictive  
CAC [ C=200].
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5. Remarks.

The above figures show that the proposed DBAS framework outperforms the 

predictive algorithm. It achieves higher effective throughput, higher percentage 

of completed connections and lower percentage of blocked and forced terminated 

connections. This difference in performance is rather obvious at high offered cell 

loads. Both algorithms achieved relatively similar performance at low offered cell 

load.

The predictive algorithm accepts new connections (newly originated in the cell 

or handoff) up to a certain threshold, this threshold depends on the system capacity 

and the overload probability estimation formula proposed in [46], As the algo

rithm accepts handoff connections without subjecting them to the overload test, it is 

possible that a low priority (i.e., small weight) handoff connections get admission 

preference over a newly generated connection with higher priority. On the other 

hand, the DBAS framework deals with handoff traffic by assigning higher weight 

function to the handoff connections. Applying this technique ensures a fair treat

ment to handoff connections and at the same time prevents low priority handoff 

connections from being admitted over new higher priority connections.

The obtained results indicates that the predictive scheme succeeds in maintain

ing a low percentage of forcibly terminated connections for all tested values of 

the offered traffic load. The use of the proposed DBAS framework, nevertheless, 

indicates a room for further improvement. Figures 3.12, and 3.9, taken together, 

indicate that such improvement can also be achieved while increasing the effective 

throughput, at the expense of a slight increase in the blocking of new connection 

requests originating in the target cell.

3.8.3 Evaluating the Overall Framework Performance

The second set of experiments compares the performance of the DBAS framework 

with a CAC that utilizes a priority based scheduling scheme (PBS) in an online 

context. In both cases, a connection request r* has a weight of wt — ti/di.  Figure 

3.13 illustrates the achieved average throughput per channel in both cases. Here, we 

examine the performance of the DBAS framework utilizing both the scheduler and
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the Tpian adapter. As can be seen, the devised framework consistently outperforms 

the PBS for all tested values of the offered load. As the system load increases, the 

effective throughput for both schemes increases.

As seen in the previous section, the use of DBAS’s scheduler alone (that is 

suitable for trace analysis context) is shown to achieve a good performance. As this 

framework (the use of both the scheduler and the Tpian adapter) is more suitable for 

normal (online) context, its is also shown that the proposed framework outperforms 

another commonly used scheme (PBS).

Effective Throughput for C = 1

^ 0.9

<0 ° s

O)' P r o p o s e d  D B A S —  
i P B S  -  -

)=  0.4

6 8 10 Cell Load (Erfang) 16
18 20

Figure 3.13: Effective Throughput (per channel) o f  the DBAS Framework versus a P riority  
Based Scheduler.

3.9 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we investigate the design of a call admission control framework for 

managing multimedia connection requests in a wireless cellular network where the 

streaming QoS service class is allocated a fixed number of dedicated data channels. 

The proposed design utilizes non-preemptive scheduler to exploit per-connection 

possible allowable delay opportunities to achieve higher throughput. The architec

ture combines the use of an adaptive approach to deduce a suitable planning interval 

that guides the working of the CAC’s scheduler, with a novel scheduling heuristic 

based on devising an optimum 2-channel packing dynamic programming scheduler. 

The reported results indicate the usefulness of the proposed approach when applied 

in both online and offline contexts.
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Chapter 4 

Admission Control of Delay Bounded 
Traffic Using Preemptive Scheduling

In this chapter we consider a framework similar to the framework pre

sented in Chapter 3 for admission control of delay bounded traffic in 

networks where a fixed number of channels is dedicated for the traffic.

Rather than using a non-preemptive scheduler in the CAC design as 

done in Chapter 3, a novel contribution of this chapter is on devising 

a preemptive scheduler. The task of redesigning the CAC using a pre

emptive scheduler introduces complications in the scheduler’s design, 

as well as complications in dealing with the delay constraints (the start 

of service delay, and the service interruption delay).

A heuristic algorithm for handling the preemptive scheduling problem 

is devised, and integrated with the mechanism introduced in Chapter 

3 for dynamically adapting the scheduling planning interval accord

ing to the offered connection request pattern. The devised framework 

does not assume a priori knowledge of the distribution of the arriving 

requests from either the target cell, or as a consequence of handoff.

Performance is compared against an admission control scheme that as

sumes a priori knowledge of such traffic distributions (e.g., distribution 

of connection request arrival times, distribution of connection dura

tion times, etc.), and admits a connection only if the estimated cell 

overload probability, after a prescribed prediction interval, does not ex-
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ceed a specified threshold value. The obtained results show improve

ments with regard to the achieved throughput of the connections served 

to completion, and forced terminations. A preliminary version of the 

work presented in this chapter is documented in [45],

4.1 Introduction

The work presented in this chapter is motivated by the good performance results 

obtained in Chapter 3. One way of enhancing the adaptive framework of Chapter 

3 is to replace the non-preemptive scheduler with a preemptive scheduler, where 

the service of any connection request can be preempted several times during the 

connection life time.

To illustrate the potential gain from using a preemptive scheduler we consider 

the following simple example.

Example.

Figure 4.1 illustrates three connection requests with the following durations, 

and acceptable delay values parameters: (l\ =  200, di =  100), =  200, ti2 =

100), and(lz — 200, =  100) to be served by C  =  2 channels. A non-preemptive

scheme of the requests selects 2 connections, and achieves a throughput of 400 

units of service time. A preemptive scheduler selects 3 connections, and achieves 

throughput of 600 units of service time. □

requests

-  -  X  -  -

-  - x -  -

-  - X -  -
time

Figure 4.1: Example: Preem ptive versus Non-Preem ptive Scheduling

The introduction of a preemptive scheduler, however, presents some new chal

lenges. In particular, we note the following:
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1. In a non-preemptive scheduling context, if a connection request originates 

in the cell under analysis then the start of service delay, and the connection 

duration determines the request’s deadline time. Similarly, for a handoff con

nection, the remaining service interruption delay, and the remaining part of 

the required service time determine the request’s deadline time. In both cases, 

the design of the non-preemptive scheduler is simplified by considering a sin

gle deadline time for each request.

In contrast, for a preemptive scheduler, the two delay types play two differ

ent roles that should be dealt with using two potentially different scheduling 

mechanisms.

2. The design and implementation of a preemptive scheduler is inherently more 

difficult than a non-preemptive schedulers.

In this chapter, we present an admission control framework that takes the above 

challenging aspects into consideration. The presented framework stores some sim

ilarities with the framework presented in Chapter 3.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the net

working model, and formulates the admission control problem as a discrete opti

mization problem. Sections 4.3 describes the main components of the proposed 

CAC framework. Performance results are then presented in Section 4.4, followed 

by concluding remarks in Section 4.5.

4.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

A. System Model.

In this chapter, we adopt the same system model described in Chapter 3 (similar 

to the networking environment considered, for example, in [46] and [81]). For the 

purpose of making the section self-contained, we present below the main character

istics of the model:

•  We consider a cellular network where a fixed number C  of dedicated data 

channels is reserved for serving the multimedia streaming QoS class in a
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target cell under analysis.

• The bandwidth offered by each channel is assumed to be sufficient for serving 

each multimedia connection at a satisfactory data rate, and hence, there is no 

need for bandwidth adaptation during a connection’s lifetime.

• User requests to the base station for receiving multimedia streams are as

sumed to be served by multimedia servers located either on the Internet, or 

hosted by the wireless network provider. In both cases, the time delay to fetch 

a requested stream, and make it available for downlink wireless transmission 

is assumed to consume a negligible amount of time. Hence, user requests that 

are admitted for service have their arrival time to the base station coinciding 

with the arrival time of the associated stream of packets from the multimedia 

server to the base station.

•  We considers the following two types of delays.

Start of service delay: for streaming requests that receive service, the time 

elapsed between a user request, and the time the base station starts the down

link transmission.

Service interruption delay: this type of delay may arise if the base station 

becomes overloaded serving multiple connections that require more than the 

allocated number of channels. The arrival of handoff connections is one rea

son that may give rise to an overload condition.

The above delay constraints present both opportunities, and challenges to man

aging network resources. On the one hand, the CAC can exploit the tolerable start 

of service delays to admit more traffic connections. On the other hand, the CAC 

should admit new connections only if they can be served to completion, along with 

other possible ongoing connections.

B. Problem Formulation

Similar to the approach taken in Chapter 3, we formalize the CAC design prob

lem as an optimization problem. For the purpose of dealing with the problem as 

a preemptive scheduling problem, we introduce some new notation. To simplify
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the design, we assume that all multimedia streams arrive at the wireless network as 

sequences of fixed length packets. Each packet is transmitted on the downlink in 

some unit of time, refereed to also as a time slot. The CAC views time as a sequence 

of such time slots. We refer to the amount of data that can be transmitted in one 

time slot over one channel as a service data unit (S D U ). At any instant of time t, 

the CAC is given the following inputs:

R(t) = {ri,  r 2, r 3, ..., rnR}: a set of n R connection requests. Each request is spec

ified by the following:

• connection length,

•  a j: arrival instant,

•  sdi. maximum allowable start of service delay,

•  rd,: maximum allowable total service interruption delay, and

•  Wi. weight.

All intervals and time instants assume integer values in units of the CAC’s 

time slots mentioned above. Request r,: is dropped from the system if it can

not be started on, or before, time s* =  a* +  s d i , or cannot be completed before 

time | /, | /•(/,.

Tpian (the planning interval of the CAC’s scheduler): when invoked, the CAC ad

mits requests that can be scheduled to start no later than the interval defined 

by this parameter.

We incorporate the streaming QoS class delays mentioned above into the prob

lem formulation as follows:

1. For a connection r, originating in the target cell, we set both sd,t and rrl, to 

the desired values associated with the request.

2. In contrast, if 7y is a handoff request from a neighboring cell to the target cell, 

then ri is an ongoing connection that should experience a limited interruption 

delay. Hence, we set sdi = 0, and rdi to the remaining amount of its tolerable 

service interruption delay.
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3. Request weights in the problem formulation are intended to give more control 

on the behavior of the CAC. For example, the weights may be set by the 

network provider to provide service differentiation among classes of requests. 

Alternatively, they can be set by a resource management module prior to 

calling the CAC to give priority to some requests over others.

As done in Chapter 3, we define an ideal (short term) CAC as one that given a 

set R(t)  of already arrived requests, the CAC admits a subset of requests R' C R(t)  

that maximizes the objective function J^neR1 w ’ suc^ l^at all admitted requests can 

be scheduled to start no later than Tpian units of time, and all new, and currently 

ongoing, connections can finish without violating their respective delay constraints. 

Connection requests in R! are then forwarded to the link-layer packet scheduler, 

together with the computed start of service times. Under ideal user channel con

ditions, all streams in R! can then be transmitted to their respective users without 

violating the delay constraints.

C. Background Results and Remarks

The above problem of designing an ideal CAC calls for selecting a set of con

nections of maximum total weight that can be preemptively scheduled, along with 

the currently ongoing connections, so as to satisfy the required delay constraints. 

Similar to a remark made in Chapter 3, this type of preemptive scheduling problems 

is related to the class of interval scheduling problems for which various related re

sults appear in the literature. Below, we highlight some background results related 

to the above combinatorial scheduling problem:

1. When the number of available channels C  =  1, the non-preemptive and pre

emptive scheduling problems are identical. We recall from Chapter 3 that 

when C = 1, and Tpian is unconstrained, the above problem has been shown 

to be NP-complete.

2. The problem is also NP-complete when C  > 1, and all deadlines are equal 

(cf. problem [SS12] on preemptive scheduling in [26]). Approximation algo

rithms with bounded approximation ratios for non-preemptive variants of the 

above problem are given in [5].
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3. When C  =  1, and Tptan, and the delay intervals assume bounded values, 

the problem can be solved in polynomial time by a dynamic programming 

algorithm (see, for example, [11], [23] and the references therein).

4. For restricted problem instances with zero start of service delays (Tpian, and 

service interruption delays can assume arbitrary values), the feasibility prob

lem that asks whether any given subset of connections can be scheduled over 

any given number of channels can be solved efficiently using a reduction to 

network flows (see, e.g., [55]).

D. An Integer Linear Program Formulation

We now present an integer linear program (ILP) for solving the above optimiza

tion problem for any given set R(t)  with n R connection requests, and number of 

channels C. The formulation uses the following remarks, variables, and notation:

•  We recall that all intervals (e.g., connection durations and delays) are as

sumed to be multiples of the time slot mentioned above. Denote by tmax 

the maximum possible number of time slots such that any served connection 

completes service in some time slot t e  [0, tmax\.

• For a request rt that arrives at time a,:, we denote by slot(a,i) the time slot that 

starts at instant a t.

•  For a request r, that ends no later than time e, =  Gy +  sdi +  k +  rdt, we denote 

by slot(ei) the time slot that ends at instant e,.

• For a request Tj, we use a binary variable x,t where x% — 1 means request i is 

selected for service, and Xi = 0 means request i is not selected for service.

• For a request ry, and time slot 6  {slot(a,i), slot(ei)\, we use a binary 

variable where x ut =  1 means that request i is served in time slot t. 

Otherwise (if x^t =  0) then request i is not served in time slot t

Due to the computational complexity of the scheduling problems, no numerical 

results are obtained from the above formulation.
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Maximize
np.

i=l

Subject to:
for each time slot t  6 [0, t m a x \ .

nR
y x^t < c,
i= 1

for each connection i  £ [1, n y t) :

slot(ei)
 ̂  ̂ %iyt = h - X i i

t=slot(ai)

for each possible connection i  6  [1, h r }: x t G {0,1},

for each connection i  and slot t  £ [s/of(ai), s/of(ej)]: x ^ t  E  {0,1}.

Figure 4.2: Integer Linear Program  Formulation

4.3 Framework Architecture

In this section we adopt a CAC architecture similar to the one devised in Chap

ter 3 where the CAC has two main components, called the Tpian adapter, and the

scheduler, as described below.

4.3.1 The Tpian Adapter

Earlier, we remarked that the length of the Tpian parameter affects both the amount 

of work done by the CAC’s scheduler, and the set of admitted requests. In this 

section we give a numerical example to show that longer T^an intervals don’t nec

essarily result in better admission decisions. Hence, the need to develop a method 

for tuning its value.

Example.

In Figure 4.3, assume that C  =  2 channels are available for serving all seven 

equally weighted requests. Assuming Tpian =  2, the CAC module is invoked when 

free channels are available at instants t — 0 and 7:

• At t =  0, the input R(t) = { ri, f 2, r 3, 74}. The optimum solution is R  =
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R(t),  since all four requests can be scheduled over two channels such that 

no connection starts later than Tpian (here, both of r3 and r4 are scheduled to 

start at Tpian = 2). Hence, all four connections are admitted.

• At t  =  7, connections r5, r6, and r7 are no longer available since sd — 2 for 

each request.

So, only 4 requests are served by the network. Now, assume Tpian =  1. The 

CAC module is invoked when free channels are available at instants t — 0,2,  and 

5:

• At t = 0, the input R(t)  =  {ri, r2, r3, r4}. The optimum solution is R  = 

{r i , r 2 }, since only these two requests can start no later than Tpian — 1.

• At t = 2, the input R(t) — {r3, r4, r5, r6, r7}. An optimum solution is R  =

{T5,A3,r7}.

•  Finally, at t = 5, the input is R(t) = {r3, r4}.

The optimum solution is R  — R(t). And all seven requests are served by the 

network. □

Requests

r1 1=2 (sd=0, rd=0)

r? 1=2 (sd=o, rd=tt) ; ; ; ; ; \ t

tA 1=2 (sd=b, rd=l) I t i l l ’ '

1=2 (sd=41, rd = l): ! ! 1 j ;

r5 l=2i(sd=2, rd=l) ! ' ! ! ! ■ i i

r6 i=2(sd=2,.rd=i) ; .; : ;

r7 i=2(sd=2, rd=i) - j  : ; : ‘ ;

: : j ; ' * Time

l '  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10-

Figure 4.3: A Scenario with Seven Connection Requests

The above example suggests that the use of a short Tptan interval may be ad

vantageous when there is plenty of incoming requests to the system such that the 

dropped requests are replaced quickly with new arrivals. On the other hand, the use 

of relatively long planning intervals, and the computation of more elaborate pre

emptive schedules to identify which requests to admit may be advantageous when
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the incoming traffic requests is bursty, with average burst inter-arrival time close to

T p ia n -

A. Adapting Tpian

The method introduced in Chapter 3 for the Tpian adapter is used here. This 

method can be summarized as follows:

At some time instant t, the scheduler is assumed to be invoked with two, or 

more, connection requests awaiting service, and at least one free channel. The 

adapter computes the time difference A s l c  since the scheduler has last been in

voked. At time t ,  the current value of Tplan is called expired if Tpian > A  s l c -  The 

following cases are then distinguished.

1. No arrival since last scheduler invocation, and Tpjon has not expired: the cur

rent value of Tpian is viewed as adequate.

2. One, or more, new arrivals occurred since last scheduler invocation, and Tpian 

has not expired: the arrival of new requests require invoking the scheduler; 

the current value of Tplan is perceived to be longer than needed. To shorten the 

value, we use an exponential moving average: Tpian = aTpian +  (1 — cc) A  slc 

(we use a  =  0.5 in the simulation study).

3. Tpian expired: the current value of Tpian is perceived to be inadequately short; 

we extend Tpian gradually, up to a maximum value of the longest tolerable 

delay of requests awaiting service.

4.3.2 The Scheduler

As mentioned above, when invoked at time t ,  the CAC’s scheduler takes as input:

1. the number of free channels at time t, denoted C(t),

2. a set R(t)  = {ri, r2, ..., rnR} of outstanding unexpired connection requests, 

each request ry is described by its duration li, and the (possibly updated) 

values of its weight -u/j, and delay constraints (denoted sdt and rd,), and

3. the current value of the Tpian parameter.
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The scheduler’s objective is to select a subset R! C R(t)  of maximum total 

weight Y r &R' wi ^ at can scheduled preemptively on the C(t) channels, so that 

no connection starts later than t  +  Tvian. The selected subset R! is admitted for 

service, and the CAC informs the link-layer packet scheduler with the computed 

start of service times.

In light of the NP-completeness result mentioned earlier, it is unlikely that an 

efficient exact algorithm exists for solving any arbitrary instance of the problem. 

Our design relies on using a heuristic algorithm, as outlined below.

As done in Chapter 3, the scheduling algorithm devised here utilizes three com

ponents:

1. An outer loop part, similar to Figure 3.4, that calls suitable one-channel, or 

two-channel packing algorithm for scheduling a subset R' of the input re

quests so that all selected requests can be scheduled to start within Tpian units 

of time. The outer loop starts with an empty solution set: R' =  <3, and in

crementally adds new connections to R! . The incremental additions to R! are 

done by pairing the available channels into [C(t)/2\  pairs, and repeatedly 

invoking a function called preemptive 2-channel packing scheduler (P2-CPS) 

presented below.

2. A function called preemptive 2-channel packing scheduler (P2-CPS), that 

takes as input C  =  2 channels, the information associated with a set of traffic 

requests, and the computed Tpian value, and selects a subset of requests that 

can be preemptively scheduled so that all selected requests can be scheduled 

to start within P2-CPS time units.

3. A function to solve the above scheduling problem for C  =  1 channels. The 

function is invoked with the unpaired channel if C(t) is odd integer.

A. Two Channel Packing Scheduler

Figure 4.4 presents a pseudo code for the P2-CPS function. As done in Chapter 

3, to simplify the presentation, throughout this section we treat the time instant 

when the scheduler is invoked as t = 0. All traffic requests arrival times, and 

remaining tolerable delay intervals are relative to this time instant.
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Function P2-CPS takes as input the timing information of connection requests in 

the input set R (T), Tpian, and two time instants i, j  such that, i, j  L [0, Tpian], where 

the two channels are available for service. The output of the function, denoted RI', 

is a subset of R(t)  that can be scheduled over two channels.

Function P2-CPS:
Input: the timing information of connection requests in the input set R(t), Tpian, and two time 

instants i and j  such that, i, j  € [0, Tpian], where the two channels are available for 
service.

Output: a subset R" of R(t) that can be scheduled over two channels so that each request starts 
within Tpian units.

1. Initialize the solution set R" =  <j>;

2. do {
2.1. Let S  be a subset of R(t) — R" of size |Sj <  3 connections satisfying the following 

conditions:
(a) If | S | =  1 connection then the connection can be scheduled to start at the 
earliest time instant when one of the two channels is available for service (i.e., the 
connection starts at min(i,j)).
(b) If 15 1 =  2 or 3 connections then two connections of S  can be scheduled to start 
on instants i, and j  respectively.

(c) S  has a maximum possible total weight, subject to the above two conditions.

2.2. If no such S  exists then exit the loop.
2.3. Else, construct a sub-schedule of S  over two channels satisfying conditions (a) and (b) 

above.

2.4. Let i and j  be the earliest times according to the sub-schedule constructed above when
the two channels become available.

2.5. Add S  to R ".
}
3. Return the computed schedule R"

Figure 4.4: Pseudo-code fo r  Function P2-CPS.

The function works iteratively. In each iteration (the body of the do loop) the 

function selects a subset, denoted S, of at most 3 connection requests that can be 

scheduled to start when the two channels are available for service (instants i and 

j  in the pseudo code). To decide whether a subset S  of 3 connections admit such 

scheduling, we present and prove below a certain schedulability condition.
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The particular subset S  chosen in an iteration is required to have the maximum 

possible total weight among the candidate subsets (cf. condition 2.1(c)). If no such 

subset S  exists, then the function terminates and returns the computed subset R". If 

such subset S  exists then the function constructs a sub-schedule of the set S  in step 

2, and determines the two time instants (denoted i and j )  where the two channels 

become available according to the constructed schedule.

An iteration terminates by adding the selected subset S  to the current solution 

set R" before the start of the next iteration. The following example illustrates the 

composition of a solution set R"  from the subschedules constructed over all itera

tions.

Example.

Figure 4.5 illustrates a possible output R"  computed by function P2-CPS. The 

output is assumed to be computed in three iterations (compositions of three sub

schedules). Each of the subschedules 1, and 3, has two connections, and sub

schedule 2 has three connections. □

mrequests

Tplan

*—:     :   ►>
subschedule 2 :

subschedule 1 ; ; ; ; subschedule1 3 ; time

Figure 4.5: A View o f  the Solution Com puted by Function P2-CPS as a Com position o f  
M ultiple Sub-schedules

To compute such set S  in each iteration, the function operates on the set of all 

undelayed, and delayed (up to a maximum of Tpian units) instances of the currently 

unadmitted connection requests; this set of all possible connection instances is de

noted D R(t), and is formally defined as follows:

D R (t)  =  {r^d\ri C R(t), and d =  0 ,1 ,..., min(sdi, Tpian), and ri4 starts at 

time t  + d}.
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Searching for the best connections to include in each subschedule is done ex

haustively over the set D R ( t ) of undelayed and delayed instances. Deciding whether 

any given three instances in D R ( t ) can be scheduled over two channels is done by 

exploiting the following observation.

B. Schedulability Condition.

Let r[, r'2, and r !, be three instances of connections in the set DR{t), where each

instance r\ 1, 2, 3, starts at time f ,  and has an allowable maximum service

interruption delay rdi. Assume, without loss of generality, that t x < t2 <  t 3, as 

shown in Figure 4.6. To test whether all three instances can be served preemptively 

using only two channels, we note that:

T'l

r ' 2

rb

requests

t l t 2  t 3 t 4  t 5 t 6

time 
—►

Figure 4.6: Three Instances o f  Requests that can be Served Using two Channels

Proposition. Let T  be the length of the interval during which all three connections 

overlap, and let rdmin — rmn(rd{, rd2., rdf). The three connections can be served 

using two channels if T  < 2 .rd min.

Proof. Denote by f4, f5, and t6 the end points of the three instances, where f4 < 

h  <  A) • The connections can then be scheduled as follows. During [ti, +  f]  serve 

r[ and r'2. During [f3 +  f , f4] serve f'2 and r'3. During [t4, f4 +  serve r[ and r'z. 

At f4 +  at least one connection finishes service. Serve the remaining connections 

(if any) until completion using the two available channels. Since each connection 

is delayed by ^  <  rdmva, the schedule is feasible.

Running Time. Let lmin denote the length of the shortest connection request. Then 

function P2-CPS computes at most sub-schedules. To compute each sub-t'min
schedule, the function requires 0 { n zDR{t)) to exhaustively search the set D R ( t ) of
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all possible undelayed and delayed instants of input requests for a set S  of maximum 

possible total weight with at most 3 requests that satisfies the required conditions. 

Thus, in the worst case, the function requires 0{}^(1f ^ Y ) n DR) time. □

C. Improving the Constructed Schedule.

As mentioned above, the schedule constructed by function P2-CPS may contain 

sub-schedules where three connection requests are multiplexed over 2 channels. 

The preemptive schedule of such 3 connections introduces delays (gaps) between 

successive transmissions of the same connection request.

Media playback at the user end may deteriorate if any such delay period exceeds 

a certain threshold value; this threshold value depends on the media player allocated 

buffer size, and possibly the utilized encoding scheme. In this section, we show the 

following result:

Proposition. Any three connection requests in any such subschedule can be served 

so that the time delay between any two successive transmission of any connection 

does not exceed one time slot.

Proof. Consider the timing in Figure 4.6, we show an allocation of time slots to the 

three connection requests r[, r'2, and during the interval [£■>, f3 +  3 [^]], which 

includes the interval [£3 , £4 +  | ]  that satisfies the required condition (i.e., the time 

delay between any two successive transmission of any connection does not exceed 

one time slot).

The allocation uses the following procedure:

• Divide the interval [t3, £> +  3 [ - ] ]  into x  =  |~-|] cycles, where each cycle has 

3 time slots.

•  In each cycle, serve the requests during the available 3 slots as follows:

(ri,r'), (r;,r'),and(r',r ').

In the above procedure observe that:

1 . the procedure guarantees that each connection is delayed a maximum of 1 

time slot in each scheduling cycle.

2. the maximum total delay encountered by any connection is bounded by x  =

r f l ]  <  rdmin, as required. □
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4.4 Performance Results

In this section we obtain simulation results to investigate the following aspects:

• the strength of the devised preemptive scheduling scheme, and

• the effectiveness of the devised admission control scheme that combines the 

Tpian adapter module, and the preemptive schedule.

Similar to the approach taken in Chapter 3, we introduce modifications to the 

CAC algorithm in [46] to obtain a competitive scheme that is used in our compar

ative study. We refer to the modified scheme scheme as a time-slotted predictive 

CAC (TS-Predictive CAC, for short). The TS-Predictive CAC enhances the predic

tive CAC scheme described in Chapter 3 by utilizing a scheduler that works at the 

time-slot level, as described below.

4.4.1 Time-Slotted Predictive CAC

For the purpose of obtaining a competitive CAC scheme to be used in our perfor

mance study, we modify the predictive CAC scheme, described in Section 3.8.2 so 

that the new scheme employs a fine-grain scheduler that works as follows:

• The scheduler works at the CAC service data unit (SDIJ) level (where an 

SDU is the amount of data that can be transmitted to the user in one time slot 

over one channel).

• The scheduler is assumed to be invoked at the beginning of every time slot 

interval.

• In each time slot, the scheduler determines which SDUs to be forward to the 

link packet scheduler using a priority based rule. The rule considers the con

nection requests in ascending order of the ratio of the remaining connection’s 

duration time (part of f)) to the remaining allowable service interruption time 

(part of rdj).
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Time-Slotted Predictive CAC:
Input: traffic, and mobility parameters, as described above, as well as CAC control parameters 

T  and Pqos
1. The CAC queue:

- Upon arrival of a handoff connection, admit the connection by adding it to the sched
uler’s queue;

- Upon arrival of a connection originating from the same cell, perform the overload test 
as described in [46] and accept if Pco < P qos> otherwise delay the connection (if not 
expired).

2. CAC’s scheduler queue:
Use a priority based rule to select a subset of SDUs for forwarding to the link layer
packet schedule.

3. remove expired connections periodically

Figure 4.7: Pseudo-code o f the Time-slotted Predictive CAC Scheme

The CAC module then forwards as many as C  (the number of available chan

nels) SDUs from connections with higher assigned priorities to the link level packet 

scheduler. Figure 4.7 presents the architecture of the TS-Predictive CAC. 

Discussion. We remark that the use of the fine-grain slot-by-slot scheduler alone 

without the cell overload prediction mechanism has a good potential of deliver

ing competitive results. To explore this aspect further, we evaluated the achieved 

throughput of the CAC in Figure 4.7 with, and without, the cell overload prediction 

mechanism. The results in Figure 4.7 show a slight improvement in the effective 

throughput in the case of utilizing the cell overload prediction mechanism. The 

results in the rest of this section are evaluated using the scheme with cell overload 

prediction in effect.

4.4.2 Simulation Environment

Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters used in the simulation. The system capacity 

C  is set to 200 channels, serving a connection request is done by allocating 10 

channels at each time. Thus, the system can support up to 20 connections at the 

time. Also, 1 /p  = 200 seconds, 1/8 = 100 seconds, T  = 20 seconds, and Pqos —

0.2. For each connection request r i; we set di =  0.11^ The arrival rate A is varied
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Effective Throughput

B asjcw ith  C A £ 
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Figure 4.8: TS Predictive w ith and without CAC scheme 

to generate different levels of offered traffic loads.

Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value
C 200 channels
1 h i 200 seconds
1/8 100 seconds
T 20 seconds
P1 qos 0.2
di 0 .1 4

For user mobility, we assume that new connection arrivals form a Poisson pro

cess with arrival rate denoted A. A connection stays in the cell for a period of time 

that follows an exponential distribution. Call duration is assumed to follow expo

nential distribution as well. User i remain in the same cell with probability Pr, and 

with probability P h it hands off to a neighbor cell. The time a user spends in a cell 

is called residence time.
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Effective Throughput for C=200

Predictive

120 140 160 200

Figure 4.9: Effective Throughput

4.4.3 Numerical Results

In this section the curves labeled ’’Offline” refers to the results obtained by using 

the devised framework on trace files with all connection requests information stored 

in the files. Thus, the devised CAC algorithm has full knowledge of all requests in 

such curves. For convenience, we refer to such curves as being produced by the 

’’offline algorithm”. On the other hand, the curves labeled ’’Adaptive” refers to 

the results obtained by using the devised framework with no such knowledge. For 

convenience, also, we refer to such results as being obtained by the ’’adaptive algo

rithm”. Thus, the throughput results obtained by the offline algorithm is expected to 

act as an upper bound on the throughput results obtained by the adaptive algorithm.

1. Effective Throughput

The effective throughput results are depicted in Figure 4.9. The obtained results 

show that both the adaptive, and the offline algorithms achieve higher throughput 

than the TS-predictive algorithm. Increasing the offered traffic load, increases the 

achieved throughput for all schemes. As the main objective function for the adaptive 

as well as the offline schemes is to maximize the cell effective throughput, the 

obtained results show that the design goal is served.

2. Percentages of Forcibly Terminated Connections
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The forcibly terminated connections refer to both blocked handoff, and ongoing 

dropped connections. The results on the percentage of forced termination connec

tions are depicted in Figure 4.10. We remark the following:

Forced Connections for C=200
0.35

C  0.3 O
C><n
§  0.25
o
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o
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CDO)03
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Figure 4.10: Forced Terminations Percentage

•  At low cell load, all schemes achieve similar results in terms of forcibly ter

minated connections.

•  At medium loads, the TS-predictive CAC algorithm outperforms both adap

tive and offline schemes.

•  At high system load the TS-predictive CAC algorithm forcibly terminated 

more connection than the other two schemes.

•  Since the TS-predictive scheme accepts handoff requests without subjecting 

it to the overload test, forced terminations in this scheme occurs as a result 

of terminating an ongoing newly generated, and handoff connections, at low 

and medium loads, the system rarely terminates any ongoing connections, In 

such cases, the percentage of forced terminations is low. At high cell load

•  For both the adaptive and the offline schemes, forced terminations may occur 

in two cases: as a result of rejecting handoff connection requests, or as a 

result of terminating ongoing handoff connections. Both schemes, achieved 

good results at low cell load. As the load increases, the forcibly terminated
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connections increase gradually. Figure 4.10 shows a smooth increase in the 

forcibly terminated percentage as opposed to the TS-predictive scheme.

• For all cell loads, the offline scheme provides an upper bound on the forced 

terminations achievable by the adaptive algorithm.

3. Percentages of Completed Connections

The results of the percentages of completed connections are shown in Fig

ure 4.11. The results show that the TS-predictive scheme serves more connec

tion requests to completion than other schemes proposed in this chapter. As the 

TS-predictive scheme does not restrict the admission condition of newly generated 

connections in the cell to connections that maximizes the system throughput (the 

scheme only attempts to avoid overload conditions), it is expected that the system 

admits connections with low weight (e.g., short durations). On the other hand, since 

the CAC scheme proposed in this chapter accepting connections that maximize the 

system throughput, the scheme favors connections with high weights (e.g., long du

ration). Such difference in the type of the accepted connections by both schemes is 

the key to explain the results. We also remark that the offline curve acts as an upper 

bound on the adaptive curve.

Completed Connections for C=200
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Figure 4.11: C om pleted Connections.

4. Percentages of Blocked Connections

The results of the percentages of blocked connections are shown in Figure 4.12. 

Blocked connections refer to rejected connections originated in the target cell. Sim-
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ilar to the results obtained for the percentage of completed connections, the TS- 

predictive scheme outperforms the proposed scheme. This results can be explained 

using the same argument (type of accepted connections) used to explain the results 

for the percentage of completed connections.

Blocked Connections

TS-predictive 
Proposed Offline 

roposed! Adaptive

Q) 0.05

200 40 60 80 100 120 
C ell L o a d  (E r la n g )

140 160 180 200

Figure 4.12: Blocked Connections.

5. Remarks.

Although the TS-predictive CAC algorithm achieved higher percentage of com

pleted connections, it falls behind in achieving higher throughput than the proposed 

schemes. One possible reason for this behavior is due to the type of connections be

ing admitted by each algorithm. The TS-predictive algorithm tends to choose short 

duration connections. In the other hand, the other two algorithms tends to admit 

connections with higher weights (e.g., longer durations).

4.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we investigate the design of a CAC for managing multimedia con

nection requests in a wireless cellular network where the streaming QoS service 

class is allocated a fixed number of dedicated data channels. The proposed design 

considers two different types of delay bounds for each request. The architecture 

combines the use of an adaptive approach to deduce a suitable planning interval for 

deciding which connections to process with a scheduling heuristic. The reported 

results indicate the usefulness of the proposed approach.
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Chapter 5

Admission Control of Delay Bounded 
Traffic for CDMA Networks

In the previous chapters we investigated the design of call admission 

control schemes for serving delay bounded traffic in wireless networks 

where a fixed number of channels is assumed to be allocated to serving 

the traffic.

Our main contributions in this chapter are on investigating the problem 

in wireless cellular networks that utilize a discrete sequence code divi

sion multiple access (DS-CDMA) air interface. In such networks, the 

available data transmission capacity is affected by the multi-user ac

cess interference (MAI). The cell may undergo overload conditions if 

the total transmission power required to maintain service to all ongoing 

connections exceeds the total base station transmission power allocated 

to serve the traffic.

To achieve acceptable performance, the CAC framework devised in this 

chapter has two main components:

• A scheme that takes into account mobility of users with ongoing 

connections to predict the cell overload probability after a pre

scribed prediction interval. The scheme admits a traffic stream 

only if the estimated cell overload probability after a prescribed 

prediction interval does not exceed a specified threshold value.
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• A scheduling module that works at the CAC service data unit 

(SDU) that takes service interruption delays into account and de

cides which data units to be served.

Performance of the proposed call admission control framework is an

alyzed using simulation. A preliminary version of the work in this 

chapter appears in [43].

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider the design of a CAC framework for serving delay 

bounded traffic in networks that utilize the CDMA architecture, as described, for 

example in [24, 30]. In the context of serving connections of the streaming QoS 

class, the presence of the multi-user access interference (MAI) is known to compli

cate the CAC design in at least the following two aspects:

• Streaming connections require relatively high rates. Increasing a base sta

tion’s transmission power to support high data rates increases the intra-cell 

and inter-cell multiple access interference (MAI). MAI has the effect of de

creasing the available cell bandwidth, as well as increasing the possibility of 

running into cell overload conditions.

•  Provisioning streaming services in a dependable way requires maintaining 

session’s quality (e.g. the allocated data rate) during both intra-cell, and inter

cell user movements. Intra-cell user movements cause significant changes in 

the channel path loss between a mobile user and the serving base station 

while the user is possibly receiving a streaming flow. Thus, the base station 

has to continually monitor the ongoing streaming connections, and adjust the 

transmission power accordingly. Therefore, a successful CAC scheme has to 

be aware of user mobility.

The approach taken in this chapter devises a CAC framework that utilizes the 

following modules:
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1. A predictive CAC scheme that utilizes a priori knowledge of inter-cell, and 

intra-cell user mobility distributions to predict the cell overload probability. 

The computed cell overload probability, and the allowable start of service 

delays are used to decide whether to accept, delay, or reject incoming con

nection requests.

2. A CAC scheduler that works at the CAC time slot level, and considers the 

service interruption delays to determine in each time slot which CAC service 

data units (SDUs) should be forwarded to the network’s packet scheduler for 

further transmission to the end users.

We note that the method used to compute the cell overload probability used in 

the first module is not specific to serving delay bounded traffic (see, e.g., [21]). 1

The architecture devised in this chapter, and in [21], extends the predictive CAC 

architecture in [46] to the case of CDMA networks. For prior work, we also notice 

that the work of [75] uses a control theoretic approach for designing a CAC that 

dynamically adjusts the capacity of guard channels in CDMA cellular networks so 

as to maintain the handoff dropping rate at a target level. Simulation of voice dom

inated traffic is used to analyze performance. We note that the above approaches do 

not address the problem of serving the admitted flows at some data rate during the 

entire session time while taking mobility into account, as done in this work.

For cellular networks with fixed cell capacity, the work of [46] devises a com

bined CAC and adaptive bandwidth allocation scheme for serving streaming con

nections. The results of [46] deal with an adaptive multimedia networking frame

work where the bandwidth of an ongoing multimedia connection can by dynami

cally adjusted several times during the connection’s lifetime. That is, the assigned 

data rates can be decreased (when overload conditions arise), or increased (when 

some connections terminate) dynamically. The devised CAC algorithm works by

'The main ideas underlying the design of the first module (the predictive CAC) has been de
veloped by the author in the present context of serving delay bounded traffic, and concurrently in 
[21] for the purpose of designing an adaptive bandwidth allocation framework for serving streaming 
connections. The results obtained in this chapter are based on an independent implementation of the 
following modules: the predictive CAC module, the CAC’s scheduler module, and the overall event 
driven simulation program.
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predicting the state of a cell (the number of active users, including handoff users) 

after some prediction time interval in the future. The CAC devised in [21], and 

utilized in this chapter, generalizes the approach used in [46] to the more complex 

case of predicting the state of the cell in a CDMA environment.

The rest of the chapter is organized as the following: Section 5.2 presents the 

system model for the proposed architecture. Section 5.3 present the call admission 

control scheme. Section 5.4 presents an algorithm for overload probability compu

tation. Section 5.5 presents the scheduling module. Section 5.6 presents simulation 

environment and the numerical results. Finally, Section 5.7 presents the chapter 

conclusion.

5.2 System Model

Throughout the chapter, we consider a UMTS-like cellular network architecture 

(see, e.g., [30]) operating in the frequency division duplex (FDD) mode where each 

user streaming flow is served by a dedicated data channel. The newly added func

tionality of the proposed CAC and scheduling modules are assumed to be embed

ded in the radio network control (RNC) part. Multimedia streaming requests are 

assumed to be served by servers located either on the Internet, or hosted by the 

public land mobile network (PLMN) provider, and attached to the gateway GPRS 

support node (GGSN) of the core network (CN) unit.

We assume that packets of each streaming connection experience most of the 

delays in the wireless network as a result of, e.g., queuing delays from the serving 

base station to the mobile user. As mentioned above, user mobility is assumed to be 

the primary reason for causing the required transmission power to exceed the total 

base station transmission power allocated for serving the streaming QoS class, and 

consequently the occurrence of queueing delays.

The multimedia server may be capable of delivering a requested multimedia 

clip at any one of a possible number of available resolutions. In our context, the 

method used to encode a user requested clip, denoted ct, determines the time dura

tion required by the base station to transmit the clip (the duration k  defined below)
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at a given data rate (denoted R  below) to the end user, and the maximum allowable 

service interruption delay (denoted dd below). Furthermore, we utilize the mathe

matical model introduced in Section 1.3, to determine whether a given collection of 

users can be served at the given data rate R.

Throughout this chapter, we make the following notations and assumptions:

1. The total base station transmission power allocated to serve connections of 

the streaming QoS class is denoted P totai ■ Power is assigned to users based 

on the data transmission rate R  (mentioned below), and user distances from 

the base station.

2- Tpredict: a CAC’s parameter that denotes a length of the prediction period 

used in computing the cell overload probability from the mobility transition 

diagram (introduced later).

3. R: a fixed data rate used for downlink transmission of a streaming connec

tion’s data over a transport channel.

4. Each user may have maximum of one connection active at any given time.

5. t siot: time is slotted. The CAC views time as a sequence of slots, each of 

length tgiot (e.g. 100 msec). As mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4, we remark 

that the value of t siot is chosen to be a multiple integer of the packet scheduler 

slot length. We also remark that t siot should not be set to a large value that 

allows the average large scale path loss to a user to change significantly (due 

to user mobility) during a single slot.

6. CAC’s SDU: at each t slol each active user may receive only one CAC service 

data unit (SDU) from the serving base station. All SDUs have the same max

imum amount of data (t siot x /?.). The base station may decide to delay or 

drop some SDUs in case of overload.

7. a qos: A CAC’s parameter (aqos > 0) used to set an upper bound on the 

maximum acceptable processing (queuing + transmission) time experienced
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by any of the admitted connections. To explain the role of a qos, we introduce 

the following scheduling parameters for a connection with index i:

(a) «,: (arrival time) the slot number at the beginning of which the first SDU 

of the connection can be transmitted,

(b) li: (connection’s length) the number of slots required to transmit all 

encoded bits in the stream to the intended user at the distinguished rate

R,

(c) q : (completion time): the last slot number used in serving the connec

tion. Thus, the total processing time of the connection at the base station 

is given by 1 +  q  — slots, and

(d) di: an upper bound on the acceptable total processing time (in slot units) 

at the base station (i.e., an upper bound on the 1 +  q — Z; quantity), given 

by

di =  |~(1 +  Oiqos)li] (5.1)

8. Padmit ■ a CAC’s parameter (a probability) used in accepting new connections.

A few remarks about the above assumptions follow below. We assume that a 

mobile device requesting and receiving streaming connections is limited with re

spect to the energy and memory resources; hence, the choice of using a single serv

ing data rate R  to simplify communications. In addition, due to the limited buffering 

capacity available to the mobile for compensating delay jitter during playback, fre

quent delays of user packets result in an unacceptable playback performance. If a 

connection i does not receive the required i slots of service within the acceptable 

delay interval [a,;, a, +  dt — 1] then that connection is considered to be inadequately 

served. We further assume that such badly served connection is forcibly terminated 

by the base station without charging the user.

To account for the impact of such service termination policy on the network 

provider’s revenue, we use the average effective throughput as one of the main per

formance measures; here, the average is taken over all traffic streams that have been
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successfully served to completion within the desired delay limits (that is, excluding 

the streams that have been forcibly terminated).

5.3 Call Admission Control Architecture

In this section, we start by introducing some concepts that allow us to construct a 

CAC that takes into account both inter-cell and intra-cell user mobility to determine 

whether it is suitable to accept a new arrived connection request.

The concepts presented below describe how a cell can be partitioned into a num

ber of regions with different path loss characteristics, and how user mobility among 

such regions can be described, and how to approach the problem of estimating the 

probability that a cell will likely be in an overload condition after some predefined 

interval in the future.

• Cell Decomposition. Due to the MAI in CDMA cells, we note that, it is 

insufficient to take the number of active streaming users in the cell as the only 

measure of cell load. Rather it is preferred to consider a more detailed account 

of the base station transmission power requirements of different classes of 

users. In this regard, the approach taken in [21] is based on classifying the 

active streaming users according to the amount of base station transmission 

power required to provide service at a specified data rate. The classification 

is based on the average large scale path loss experienced by each user. Here, 

we follow the same approach.

In particular, in [21], the CAC scheme assumes that each cell is partitioned 

into a fixed number r (r > 2) of regions, called rings. Each ring corresponds 

to a geographical area of the cell where the average large scale wireless path 

losses from the serving base station to each point of the ring fall within some 

predetermined range (e.g., [70 dB, 110 dB]). Different rings correspond to 

non overlapping regions with distinct path loss bounds, as illustrated in Figure

5.1. In general, dividing the cell into a large number of rings results in a more 

accurate model at the expense of increased computational requirements of the 

CAC scheme.
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•  Cell States. The state of the cell at any instant t is captured by an occu

pancy distribution vector N  = (no, n  1, . . . ,  n r ), where n 0 is the number of 

the streaming class users that may perform handoff to the target cell, and for 

i € [1, r], n, is the number of active ring-?' users in the target cell.

•  Cell Overload Probability. An occupancy distribution vector N  is called 

an overload distribution if the base station cannot allocate sufficient trans

mission power to serve each mobile at the distinguished rate R, assuming 

that each mobile experiences the maximum observed average large scale path 

loss in its respective ring. The set of all overload distributions is denoted OL.

Furthermore, given that the cell is in state N  at sometime t, the overload 

probability, denoted Pn ,o l> is defined as the probability that the cell will be 

in some overload state at time t  + tpr^id-

•  Traffic and Mobility Models. User traffic and mobility in the cell (during an 

operation period of interest) is modeled using the following distributions.

-  The arrival of streaming connection requests to the target cell is assumed 

to be Poisson with rate A connections per second.

-  The time duration of each connection is exponentially distributed with 

average 1 ///, seconds.

-  For connections initiated in ring i € [1, r] of the target cell, we refer to 

the time duration the connection is served in that particular ring as ring-?
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residence time. After that time duration, the user may depart to another 

ring. The scheme assumes that ringA residence time is exponentially 

distributed with average 1 /Si.

-  Handoff traffic from neighboring cells to the target cell is modeled us

ing a similar setup: that is, the handoff traffic is viewed as coming from 

a new ring (denoted ring-0 in Figure 5.1) lying outside the target cell. 

The scheme also assumes that ring-0 residence time is exponentially dis

tributed with average 1 / 5 0 (5 0 is the handoff rate from the neighboring 

cells to the target cell).

•  Transition Probabilities. User movement across rings during a certain epoch 

of the day is modeled by a transition diagram where rings and transitions 

are represented by nodes and directed edges, respectively. Here, P ij , i

■j, i, j  £ [0, r], denotes the probability that an active user moves from ring i 

to ring j  after spending the residence time mentioned above. The transition 

probabilities out of any ring i £ [1. r] satisfies E i^ j  Pi,j — 1- F°r the special 

case of i = 0 (i.e., for ring-0 representing the neighboring cells), we have

E j .  ! / J0..y <  1-

•  Ring Residence and Departure Probabilities. The probability that a test 

connection initiated in ring i at time t  will continue to be served in the same 

ring during the prescribed prediction interval tpredict is denoted pry, thus, 

Pr,i =  e  . in addition, the probability that a test connection ini

tiated in ring i will depart to another ring during the next tpredict time units 

is denoted pdti (pd,t — 1 — e ~ Sitpredict) . Thus, corresponding to each (i , j )  

transition in the mobility diagram, the product pdj pi ;j is the probability that 

a test connection initiated in ring i will depart to ring j  during the next tpredirt 

time units.

5.3.-1 Physical Layer Constraints

The CAC scheme devised in [21] combines a SINR-based admission control scheme 

(see, e.g., [38]) with a mechanism to predict the state of the target cell after a
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prescribed prediction interval tpredict. The main physical layer constraints that the 

scheme applies are described below.

Given an occupancy distribution N  associated with a set M  = {1 ,2 ,..., m }  of 

users in the target cell (i.e., m  =  Ym=i n i)> determining whether N  is an overload 

distribution requires that the RNC estimates the minimum amount of base station 

transmission power that should be allocated to serve each user. We denote such 

vector of required transmission power levels by P tx  =  (P tx ,  1 , P tx ,2 , ■ ■ ■ ■ P tx ,m )-  De

termining P tx  (if one exists) is carried out by solving a linear system of equations 

where the equation associated with mobile receiver u £ M  is described in detail in 

Section 1.3.

5.3.2 Admission Procedure

Given the above framework, the the admission procedure works as follows:

1. Upon arrival of a new streaming connection request, the CAC computes the 

occupancy distribution vector N  that results if the newly arrived request is 

admitted. The RNC then tests whether there exists a feasible power allocation 

P t o t a i  to serve all in-cell connections of the distribution N  at data rate R .

2. If there is no feasible allocation, and the new arrived request can be delayed, 

the base station delays the request, else, the base station rejects the request.

3. Else (if a feasible solution exists), the procedure described in the next section 

is executed to decide whether the following condition is satisfied:

P n ,OL Pi P a d m i t  ( 5 - 2 )

where P a d m i t  is a QoS admission control probability for the streaming class 

set by the network provider. Finally, the RNC admits the request if condition 

5.2 is satisfied.
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5.4 Overload Probability Computation

The work of [21] presents a method for computing the overload probabilities (the 

P n , o l  quantities used in equation 5.2), and using such values in the devised CAC 

framework. The same method can be used in step 3 of the CAC mentioned above. 

The following is a summary of important observations made in [21] related to the 

above aspect.

1. Given a transition diagram G, and a non-overload occupancy distribution vec

tor N  =  (n0, r i i , . . . ,  n r) at some time instant t, the work of [21] presents a 

brute force algorithm for computing the probability P n , o l • The brute force
I I .

algorithm works in time 0 ( J \ ier 'T ), where \Ef \  is the number of outgo

ing arcs in the diagram. We note that, each node corresponding to an in-cell 

ring has a self transition that represents ongoing connections that continue in 

the same ring during the interval [t, t +  tpredict] ■

2. The CAC devised in [21] uses the procedure mentioned above to compute 

the set of all (R, tpredict)-safe (called safe states for short, and denoted S)  

occupancy distributions: a distribution N  is safe if it is not an overload dis

tribution, and satisfies the admission condition P n , o l  <  P a d m it  after t p re d iCt 

units of time. The computations of S  are assumed to be done offline.

3. The CAC architecture of [21] presents a method of computing a reduced rep

resentation of S  that can be stored in a suitable data structure (e.g., a B+ 

tree), that can be searched in O(r)  time (i.e., for a fixed number of rings r, 

the search requires a constant time).

4. Given an occupancy distribution N,  the CAC checks the condition of the 

inequality 5.2 in real time by searching the above data structure to check 

whether N  <E S.

We remark that the brute force algorithm mentioned in point 1 above is most 

useful when the transition diagram G has a few number of rings, and the maximum 

total number of active connections that can exist simultaneously in the system is
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Figure 5.2: Two Way Symmetric Mobility Diagram

small. The fast growth rate of the running time encourages further research to 

identify restricted classes of transition diagrams that are useful in practice, and 

enable more efficient algorithms.

In this section, we present one such restricted class of mobility transition dia

grams called the two-way symmetric mobility diagram, see for example Figure 5.2. 

In such diagram, each ring i, i > 1, has at most two outgoing transitions to the 

adjacent rings i — 1, and i +  1, in addition to the self-loop transition (i, i).

Two-way symmetric transition diagrams are useful, for example, in modeling 

slowly moving users in a highly congested area, such as users leaving a sport event, 

where all users are served by the same base station. In such context, users requesting 

short (few minutes) multimedia streams are likely to receive such stream while 

traversing a short distance.

In next section we present an algorithm that can be used as a tool for analyzing 

the overload probability for two-way symmetric mobility diagrams.

5.4.1 Two-way Symmetric Diagram Overload Probability Cal
culations

We start by presenting the following remarks, and definitions:

1. Support Vectors: given an overload ring occupancy distribution vector

N '  =  (n'o.n'i, . . . ,n'r) 

the support vector of N ' , denoted support(N') is a partially specified vector: 

(* , • • • , * ,  U, n 'i+1, . . . ,  rir) , i  G [1, r] 

satisfying the following conditions:
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(a) the index i  £ [l,r] (i.e., the index i =  0 of the ring representing the 

neighboring cells in the model is not a possible value of the index i  in 

the definition).

(b) 1 < k < n '.

(c) the index i £ [1, r], is the smallest index such that the vector

(0, . . .  , 0, k -  1 ,n '+1,n '+2, . . .  X )  

is feasible (i.e., not an overloaded vector), but the vector

( 0 , . . . ,  0, li, 2, • • ■, tir )

is an overload vector. □

Example 1. Suppose a cell is divided into r  =  3 rings: (ri, r 2, r 3). Suppose 

that N ' =  (2,3, 2, 3) is an overload vector. Suppose that scanning N ' from 

right to left has revealed that the vector (0, li = 2, n'2 = 2, n 3 =  3) is an 

overloaded vector, but the vector (0, — 1 =  1, n2 =  2, n'3 = 3) is not an

overload vector. Moreover, the index i = 1 is the smallest index for which 

the above required property holds. Then support(N ’) = (*, 2 ,2 ,3).

2. Closure of support vector: given a support vector

R  =(*,*,■■■,  *,h,  n ’i+i, ■■■, K )

of some overload occupancy distribution vector, the closure of R, denoted 

closure(R), is the set of all vectors where each vector

Q = (qo,qi, --^qiAi+u ■■■At)

satisfies the following conditions:

• For each possible index j  £ [i +  1, r]: q:i = n ' (i.e., the two vectors Q 

and R  agree on the elements from i +  1 to r.

• For the index i: q% >

•  For each possible index j  £ [0, i — 1]: qj > 0.
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Equivalently, closure(R)  is the set o f all vectors of the form

Q {QOi Ql i • ■ • i Qi—lih  T  ■ ■ • > )

, where each possible qj > 0, and e,; >  0. □

Example 2. In Example 1, R  =  (*, 2, 2, 3) is the computed support(N ') 

vector, where N ' — (2, 3, 2,3). Now, assume that cell has at most N  = 8 

possible streaming class users (note that in TV7, at most n 0 = 2 users lie 

outside the cell). Then,

d o n r e t m  =  t ( 0 . 2 . 2,3) , (1 .2 ,2 .3 ) ,  (2 .2 ,2 ,3 )
1 ’ (0 ,3 .2 ,3 ). (1 ,3 ,2 .3 ). (2 ,3 .2 ,3)}

The problem considered in this section can be stated as follows: given a non

overload ring occupancy distribution vector N  = (n0, . . . ,  n r) at time t, and an

overload distribution vector N ’ =  («(,, « ) , . . . ,  n!r) at time t  +  tpredict, compute the 

probability PN,ciosure{support(N')) that the vector N  results in an overload vector in 

the closure(support(N ')) at time t +  tpredict. We remark that if O L  is the set of all 

overload vectors, then the set O L  can be partitioned into disjoint sets, where each 

set is the closure of some support vector.

Thus, given a non-overload vector N  at time t, an algorithm to solve the above 

problem can be used to compute the overload probability Pn ,ol■ Table 5.1 sum

marizes the symbols and notations used by both the admission and the overload 

calculation procedures.

Table 5.1 summarizes the symbols and notations used by both the admission 

and the overload calculation procedures.

5.4.2 Two-way Symmetric Diagram Overload Probability Algo
rithm

Figure 5.5 presents the main algorithm described in this section. To present the 

algorithm we need the following definitions:

• Definition (Augmentation vector of a 2-way symmetric mobility diagram): 

Given a ring occupancy distribution vector N  = (n0, r ii , . . . .  n r), an aug-
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Table 5.1: Important Admission and Overload Calculation Procedures Parameters

Parameter Definition
Probability that distribution A results in an overload dis- 
tribution at the end of the interval [t,t + tprecnct\.

A threshold on the overload probability for accept
ing/rejecting new requests.

The set of all overload ring occupancy distribution vectors.

A cell occupancy distribution vector considered by the 
CAC.

For a given overload vector N 1, support(N ') is a partially 
specified vector, as described above.

For a given partially specified vector R, closure(R) is a 
set of derived vectors, as described above._______________

P n ,o l

P adm it

OL

N  =  ( n o , n 1 ; .

support(N ')

dosure(R )

mentation vector of N , denoted

« + =  Vr+)

is a vector satisfying the following conditions:

-  the index i  of the first element is in the range [1, r], and

-  any possible 7V+ in the augmentation vector A,T+ is a pair of numbers

-V /  z= ( n : i - . i -  n j - . i - C  

that correspond to a possible distribution of users that may move along 

the arcs and ( j , j  — 1), respectively (see the thick solid arcs in

Figure 5.3). Thus, any such pair of numbers satisfies

n j , j ~h — n j

(i.e., the sum of the users moving along the two specified arcs <  rij).

Example 3. If N  = (2, 3 ,1 ,3) and N + — ( N f ,  N£ ,  N%)  where,

^ i+ =  ( n h i  =  l>n i,o =  0),
= (n 2,2 =  0, n 2,i =  0), and
= (n3} 3 =  2, n 3i2 =  1)
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then N + is a valid augmentation vector. □

Note that, for any possible pair N- (corresponding to ring-ji with rij users) in 

an augmentation vector, the numbers n h:/ and n y j-i don’t specify how many 

users out of the rij users may have moved to a ring closer to the base station 

(see the dashed lines in Figure 5.3), nor how many have terminated service.

•  Definition ((N , R )-Augmentation vector of a 2-way symmetric mobility dia

gram): Given a ring occupancy distribution vector N  = (n0, ri i , . . .  , n r), and 

a support vector

of some possible overload vector, an augmentation vector N + =  (iV+, . . . ,  A'r+) 

of N  is called (N,  //(-augmentation vector if starting from N  (at time t) we 

can reach an overload distribution in closure(R) (at time t + tpre<nct) by a 

scenario where users move according to the distribution in N +. □

Example 4. In Example 3, we note that if N  = (2,3,1,3) then

is a valid augmentation vector. Now, suppose that R  =  (*, 2, 2,3) is a support 

vector of some overload vector. We show that N + is a valid (N , /?,)-augmentation 

vector (see Figure 5.4). To this end, we only need to observe that the following 

system of linear equations has a solution. In particular, note that:

• Setting n 2>3 =  1 (on a dashed line of Figure 5.4) satisfies the constraint: n'3 =  

tt.2,3 +  n.3,3. Note that, in this scenario the number of terminated connections 

in ring r 3 =  0 .

N + = {N+ = (1,0), N+ = (0,0),7V3+ =  (2,1)}
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Figure 5.4; Augmentation Vector Scenario with 4 Rings

•  Setting n i i2 =  2 satisfies the constraint: n 2 =  n i i2 +  7̂ 2,2 +  ^ 3,2- Note that, in 

this scenario the number of terminated connections in ring r 2 =  1.

•  Setting n 0,1 >  1 satisfies the constraint: R  <  +  n 0,1 +  n 2)i. Note that, in 

this scenario the number of terminated connections in ring ry — 2. □

Figure 5.5 presents the overload calculation function. First, the function com

putes the support vector R  of the given overload vector N '. In step 3, the function 

iterates over all possible (N,  R )-augmentation vectors N +. For each such vector 

N +, the corresponding iteration starts by computing the distribution of users mov

ing along the (dashed) lines:

1,1; ^h,i+1) • • • ) tlr —1!?",

so that starting from N  (at time t) and following the transition vector N + and the 

above computed values, we reach the distribution [k, n 'i+1, . . . ,  n',r) in rings (i, i +  

1 , . . . ,  r), respectively (at time t +  tpredict).

Thus, the computed values together with the values in the augmentation vector 

N + specifies a scenario of users moving along the following arcs:

1. all outgoing arcs incident to rings 1 , 1  +  1 , . . . ,  r,  and

2. the arc (i — 1, i).
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Using the above values (i.e., the computed values together with the values in the 

augmentation vector N +), the function computes the following probabilities:

1. For ring r: the probability PN+\nr that the following event occurs during the 

interval t  +  tpredict-

nr.r-  i ongoing connections move to ring r — 1,

nr r ongoing connections continue service in ring r, and

nr — (n^r-i + Tir-r) connections terminate service,

given that nr connections are active at time t. This probability is computed 

by a multinomial distribution.

2. For each ring j ,  j  € [i,r — 1]: the probability PN+\Uj that the following event 

occurs during the interval t  +  tpredict:

i ongoing connections move to ring j  — 1, 

rijj+ 1 ongoing connections move to ring j  + 1. 

rijj ongoing connections continue service in ring j ,  and 

rij — (rijj-1  +  rijj+i +  rijj) connections terminate service,

given that rij connections are active at time t. This probability is computed 

by a Multinomial distribution.

3. F o rrin g i—1: the probability PN+ | |n ; i  that the following event occurs during 

the interval t  +  tpredict:

at least r i j _ o n g o i n g  connections move from ring i — 1 to ring 

ring i.

given that n ^ i  connections are active at time t. This probability is computed 

as a sum of Binomial terms.

Running Time. To evaluate the running time, we note that if AT =  (n0, n i , . . .  ,nr) 

is the input non-overload occupancy distribution vector, and

k,n 'i+1) . . . , n ' r)
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Function: Overload Calculation

Input: a non-overload vector N  =  ( n o , n i , . . .  , n r ), and an overload vector
N '  =  (n'Q, n 'x, . . .

Output: P n ,ciosure{support(N')y probability that the distribution N  results in an over
load distribution in the class c l o s u r e ( s u p p o r t ( N ' ) )  o f overload distributions 
after tprediCt time units.

1. Compute the support vector R  =  s u p p o r t ( N ' )  —
li, . . . ,  n r ).

2. s u m  =  0.

3. For each ( ( N ,  R )-augmentation vector N + =  (N^~ =

(tli,i, ni , i—l)j • • • ; -/Vjf — ( n r,r, n>r,r—l)') {

- Compute the distribution o f users m oving along the (dashed) lines:

Tli,i+1) • • • j t l r —l,r

so that starting from N  (at time t) ,  and follow ing the transition vector N + and 
the above computed values, w e reach the distribution (li, n'i+1, . . . ,  n'r ) in rings 
(i, i  +  1 , . . . ,  r ), respectively (at time t  +  t predict)-

- For ring r  (closest ring to the base station) compute:

P /y+|nr =  M u l t i n o m i a l  (n.ryr—1: pdepart,rPr,i— I ?

^tyri President,r 1 

n r ( n r r—i  +  n r r ), Pterm)■

- For each possible ring j  e [i, r  — 1] compute:

PNf \ n j  ~  M u l t i n o m i a l  ( n j j —Xi Pdepart,jPj,j—h

n j,j+ li  Pdepart,jPj,j+li  

n j, j  j President, j  j 

Uj (rTjj —1 “F  rijj'-f-l -f  ii'-j.j)) Pterm ) •
- For ring i — 1 compute:

n i- i

B i n o m i a l  (tx, Pdepart,i—\ P i —i,i)

Ui—\  OL, 1 — ( P depart i —i P i —i,i').
- Compute the cumulative probability:

r
s u m  — s u m  +  TT PN +\N

j= i - 1 j
}
4. Return su m .
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is the computed support vector then there are at most rj nj)  augmentation

vectors considered in step 3. Computing the PN+\n . probability in step 3 for each 

augmentation vector N + can be done in a constant time. Thus the overall function 

requires 0 ( n je[i>r] r f) . □

5.5 Scheduling Algorithm

As mentioned above, the CAC utilizes a scheduling module that works at the CAC 

time slot level. The scheduling mechanism considers the remaining service inter

ruption delay of each admitted connection to determine which CAC service data 

units (SDUs) should be forwarded to the network’s packet scheduler for further 

transmission to the end users.

Given the above framework, one way of defining an ideal scheduler is as fol

lows: given a set of n  already admitted connections {1,2,.. . ,  n ), the average radio 

path loss to each respective user, the remaining required service time of each con

nection (slots), and the remaining allowable service interruption delay time dl{ 

(slots), d[ > we ask for a scheduler that minimizes the number of forced ter

minations. A few remarks about the problem of finding an ideal scheduler now 

follow,

1. An optimal scheduler is necessarily preemptive; that is, the scheduler may 

assign non-adjacent slots for serving a connection (however, no connection 

is permitted to be preempted within any single slot). For example, if the base 

station can serve at most two users in any slot, and the system has three iden

tical connections with I' =  2, and d! =  3 then an optimal scheduler achieving 

zero forced termination is only possible by preempting some connection for 

one slot.

2. If the target cell has a fixed capacity, and each connection requires the same 

amount of the base station transmission power during each scheduling slot 

(which is not always the case for CDMA cells), then the feasibility problem 

that asks whether all admitted connections can be scheduled with no forced
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termination can be solved efficiently using a reduction to network flows (see, 

e.g., [55]).

In light of the computational intractability of many scheduling problems, we inves

tigate the performance of a simple priority based scheduling algorithm (see, e.g.,

[41] for an overview of the use of some priority rules in scheduling). Figure 5.6 

presents the scheduling algorithm. The proposed algorithm attempts to minimize 

the number of forced terminations by assigning higher scheduling priorities to con-
d!nections with low 4  ratios. In case of the network is unable to support all ongoing

i

connections, the scheduler decides on which connection(s) to be delayed. 

Algorithm: CAC’s Scheduler:
Input: for each ongoing connection i , the remaining service duration (/') and the remain

ing allowable service interruption delay (d'j).

Output: list of connections to be served in the current taiot.

1. Use equations 1.1 to 1.6 to calculate the total required transmission power for serv
ing all admitted connections, denoted P r e q u i r e d  f°r the current tsi0t-

2.While (P r e q u i r e d  P f o t a l )  {

2.1. Calculate the weight Wi = 4  for each admitted connection i.
i

2.2. Select the connection with highest weight to be delayed.
2.3. Subtract the delayed connection required power from P r e q u ir e d -

}

Figure 5.6: Scheduling Algorithm Description

5.6 Performance Results

In this section we obtain simulation results to investigate the following performance 

measures of the devised CAC framework: percentage of completed connections, 

percentage of blocked connections, percentage of forcibly terminated connections, 

and effective throughput.

The achieved results are compared against the results obtained by utilizing three 

other CAC schemes referred to as: the number-based CAC scheme, the delay-based 

CAC scheme, and the power-based CAC scheme, as described below.
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5.6.1 Description of CAC Schemes Used for Comparison

A number of proposed admission control schemes for serving both data and voice in 

CDMA networks are based on utilizing the instantaneous available information in 

the cell [35, 3, 80,48], In this section, we present three such schemes, of which the 

first two schemes (the number-based, and the power-based) have been discussed in 

the literature, but they don’t exploit the allowable delays of the traffic connections, 

and the third scheme (the delay-based scheme) is a new scheme discussed in this 

thesis, and aims at exploiting the existing allowable delays of the traffic.

A. The Number-Based CAC Scheme.

This scheme uses a threshold value, denoted Nmax, that specifies the maximum 

number of connections that can be active at any instant. The main steps performed 

by this scheme are shown in Figure 5.7. The value of N max is static and may be 

computed according to various measures (e.g., based on the average path loss, or 

the maximum average path loss experienced by the connections in the cell). In 

this section, we consider two sets of results obtained by this scheme. The first set 

utilizes N max = 30, we refer to this results as number-30. And, the second set 

utilizes N max =  15, and we refer to this results as number-15.

Algorithm: Number-based CAC:
Input: Number of ongoing connections.
1. If (number of active connections < Nmax) then

accept the connection request
2. Else, reject the connection request

Figure 5.7; The Number-Based CAC Algorithm

B. The Power-Based CAC Scheme.

In this scheme, the algorithm considers the instantaneous cell power information 

to decide whether to accept, reject, or delay the new connection request. The main 

steps performed by this scheme are shown in Figure 5.8.

In this scheme, the CAC admits a new connection, if and only if, the base sta

tion has enough transmission power to support the ongoing connections, and the
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Algorithm: Power-based CAC:
Input: current average path loss experienced by ongoing and new connections.

1. Estimate the base station transmission power required to serve the ongoing connections 
and the new request, denoted Pau.

2. If (P r e q u ir e d ,  T P a i l  —  P t o t a i) then
accept the connection request

3. Else, reject the connection request

Figure 5.8: The Power-Based, CAC Algorithm

new connection request. The scheme estimates all connection (both ongoing and 

new) path loss values according to their current distances from the base station. This 

scheme considers the instantaneous path loss effect; it doesn’t exploit any informa

tion regarding the connection mobility distribution, or QoS delay requirements.

C. The Delay-Based CAC Scheme.

The delay-based CAC aims at achieving improved performance over the two 

previously mentioned CAC schemes (i.e., the number-based, and the power-based 

schemes) by taking into account the following factors:

•  the remaining allowable service interruption delay of the ongoing connec

tions, and the new arrived connection, and

• the variability of the number of SDUs that can be served concurrently in any 

time slot during a prediction interval [t , t+ tpredict\. The variability arises since 

users associated with the ongoing connections, and the new arrived connec

tion are assumed to be moving (according to known trajectories) during the 

prediction interval.

We use the following example to illustrate the basic idea of the delay-based 

CAC.

Example. In Figure 5.9, we assume that:

1. The interval [t, t  + tpredict] contains three time slots.
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requests

time

t  +  tpredict

Figure 5.9: Example o f  3 Requests to Illustrate the D elay-based Scheme

2. r\ and r 2 are ongoing connections, and r 3 is a new arrived connection, where 

(d[ = l , l [ >  3), (d'2 = 2, V2 > 3), and (d'3 = 2 ,1'3 > 3), and the correspond

ing users are moving during the interval [t,t + tpredict\.

3. The predicted channel path loss in each time slot does not allow the base 

station to serve all three connections in any time slot.

4. To determine how many (and which) connections can be served during each 

time slot, we execute the basic steps of Figure 5.6 in each time slot. The 

obtained results from the computation are assumed to allow serving one SDU 

in the first time slot, two SDUs in the second time slot, and one SDU in the 

third time slot. Thus, the base station predicts that 1 +  2 + 1  =  4 SDUs can be 

served during the prediction interval, and thus the number of unserved SDUs 

=  9 — 4 =  5. We denote such number by Fextra.

5. To determine whether the new arrived connection can be accepted, the CAC 

compares Fextra with the sum Fdday = Y^i= l d!{ =  1 +  2 +  2 =  5. If Fdelay > 

Fextra the CAC accepts the new connection. □

Figure 5.9 presents the basic steps of the CAC using the following variables:

1- FeXtra'■ the number of unserved SDUs during the interval [t,t + tpredict\.

2. Fdeiay — ]C d[, where the sum is over all ongoing connections, and the new 

arrived connection.
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Algorithm:Delay-based CAC:

Input: For each ongoing, and the new arrived connections, specify: =  the remaining dura
tion, and d[ = the remaining allowable service interruption delay .

1. Set F e x t r a  — 0.

2. For each time slot in the prediction interval [t, t + tprediCt] {

2.1. Calculate the base station transmission power required for serving the ongoing con
nections, and the new arrived connection.

2.2. Using the main steps as in Figure 5.6, compute the number of SDUs that can’t be 
served in the current time slot, denoted F'.

2-3. Fextra =  Fextra +  F 1.

}
3. Compute the aggregate remaining service interruption delay for the ongoing connec

tions, and the new arrived connection Fdeiay
4. If (Fextra < Fdelay) then accept the new connection. Else, reject.

Figure 5.10: The D elay-B ased CAC Algorithm  D escription
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5.6.2 Simulation Parameters

Table 5.2 summarizes the parameters used in the simulation study. The parameters

are classified into the following categories:

• Mobility parameters: we use a random mobility model when simulating the 

performance of the the number-based, delay-based, and power-based CAC 

schemes. In this model, users move with fixed speed of 1 meter/second until 

a user reaches its new destination, after reaching a destination, a user is as

sumed to pause for an exponentially distributed interval, denoted Tpause with 

average of 100 seconds.

In contrast, we use the ring-based mobility model described in Section 1.5 

in simulating the performance of the predictive CAC scheme described in 

Section 5.3. In this model, the ring residence time, denoted Tringresidence, is 

exponentially distributed with average of 100 seconds, and a handoff proba

bility P/j =  0.3.

•  Traffic parameters: connection duration Tconnection is randomly generated 

from an exponential distribution with average 200 seconds. On the other 

hand, connection inter-arrival time (i.e., the time between the end of one con

nection, and the start of a new connection request from the same user) is var

ied to generate different system loads. Connections are served with a fixed 

data rate R  = 128 kbps.

•  Physical layer parameters: the 19-cell model is used for power and interfer

ence calculations, (c.f. Equations 1.1 to 1.6). The physical layer parameters 

are described in Section 1.3, and their numerical values are listed in Table

5.2.

5.6.3 Numerical Results

The obtained results are discussed below.

1. Effective Throughput
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Table 5.2: Parameters and Associated Values
Physical Layer Parameters

Ptotal 25 Watt Path loss at d0 142 dB
S N R 7dB n 4
W 4.096 Mcps Standard Deviation 4
a  (orthogonality factor) 0.2 Cell radius 1000 meters
ri0 (reference distance) 711 meter Number of users 30
77o(noise density) 3.98 x 10 ~lsm W a tt/H z

User Mobility Parameters
Speed 1 meter/second Tringresidence 100 seconds
T-‘-pause 100 seconds Ph 0.3

Traffic Parameters CAC Parameters
Data rate R 128 kbps ®-qos 10%
Tslot 0.1 seconds Tpredict 20 seconds
Tconnection 200 seconds Padmit 0.1

CAC (Effective Throughput)
1800

1600

0  1200

1000

Number-30
Number-15

Power

400
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 2018 22

Cell Load (Erlang)

Figure 5.11: Effective Throughput
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Figure 5.12: Forced Terminated Connections

Figure 5.11 depicts the effective throughput results. The predictive scheme 

achieves the highest effective throughput. The effective throughput increases as 

the load increases for all the schemes except for the number-30 scheme. The delay- 

based and the power-based schemes achieve a close and competitive results.

2. Percentages of Forced Terminated Connections

Percentages of forced terminated connections results are depicted in Figure 

5.12. The power-based and the delay-based schemes outperform the other schemes, 

as they impose a very tight restrictions on the admitted connections. Again, the 

predictive scheme achieves a reasonable performance relative to the number-based 

scheme. We note that the number-15 scheme forced termination ratio is stable at 

high traffic load. On the other hand, the number-30 forced termination ratio in

creases dramatically as the system load increases.

The use of the CAC’s scheduler in the predictive scheme enabled the CAC 

framework to maintain the percentage of the forcibly terminated connections un

der 30%. The delay-based scheme utilizes a similar approach as to the one used 

by the CAC’s scheduler; the use of this technique restricts the number of accepted 

connections by the delay-based scheme and thus it achieves negligible percentage 

of forced termination.
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Figure 5.13: Completed Connections

3. Percentages of Completed Connections

Percentages of completed connections results are depicted in Figure 5.13. The 

obtained results show that the predictive scheme outperforms the other schemes in 

terms of the percentage of completed connections, while the number-based scheme 

achieves the worst performance. At light load, all schemes show competitive perfor

mance. As the load increases, the predictive scheme outperforms the other schemes. 

Both power-based and delay-based scheme show competitive performance. The re

sults obtained here have a direct impact on the achieved effective throughput. As 

more connections are being served to completion, the overall network throughput 

increases.

4. Percentages of Blocked Connections

Percentages of blocked connections results are depicted in Figure 5.14. In this 

set of results, as the maximum offered load at any given time does not exceed 

30 requests, the number-30 scheme achieves 0% blocking. The adaptive scheme 

manages to achieve a good performance relative to the other two schemes. Again, 

the power-based and delay-based schemes achieve a close performance.

5. Remarks.

One can make the following observations:
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Figure 5.14: Blocked Connections

1. The predictive-based scheme achieves the best results in terms of the system 

effective throughput and completed connections. It also achieves a reasonably 

good results in terms of the blocked and forcibly terminated connections.

2. The number-30 scheme accepts all incoming connections (i.e., it doesn’t 

block any request). This approach proved to be inefficient as it achieves very 

poor results. Increasing the system load results in decreasing the effective 

throughput in case of number-30 scheme.

3. The delay-based and power-based schemes are very selective, and accepts a 

new request, if and only if, the system can support the new connection. Al

though, both schemes blocks the highest number of connections, they achieve 

very close and competitive results in terms of effective throughput and com

pleted connections. Both schemes, achieve the best results in terms of forcibly 

terminated connections.

4. Although predictive-based CAC blocks more connections than the number-30 

scheme, it still manages to balance the ratio of blocked to forced terminated 

connections to achieve better performance in terms of increasing the num

ber of completed connections and effective throughput. Increasing effective
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throughput increases the service provider profit. And, increasing the number 

of completed connections increases users satisfaction.

5.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we devise a call admission control framework that consists of an 

admission procedure and a scheduling module. The admission procedure considers 

users mobility in order to estimate the system overload probability. The scheduling 

module utilizes the individual request tolerable delays to reduce the system overall 

forced terminations. The obtained numerical results show that predicting the system 

state yields better performance in terms of increasing the system throughput and the 

number of completed connections.
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Summary

The growing interest in extending the Internet streaming services to mobile users in 

modem cellular networks has led to many research efforts on designing call admis

sion control, and scheduling mechanisms to best serve such delay sensitive traffic.

In this thesis, we formalized a class of problems of serving such traffic by con

sidering bounds on two types of delays associated with each connection request: 

a start of service delay that a mobile user may tolerate before being served, and a 

service interruption delay that corresponds to the acceptable aggregate delay that 

may be incurred during the reception process. Overload conditions in the wire

less network are assumed to be the prime reason of data transmission delays on the 

downlink from the base station to mobile users.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we devised call admission control schemes for serving 

streaming connections under delay constraints of the above types in networks where 

a fixed number of channels are assumed to be available for serving the incoming 

requests. In Chapter 5, we devised a call admission control scheme that works in 

CDMA networks where multi-user interference affects the available bandwidth for 

serving end users. The design of the proposed CAC schemes utilizes a number 

of analytical results that are derived in the thesis. The obtained simulation results 

indicate improvement over the other competing strategies.

In particular, for networks with fixed number of channels, we devise CAC mech

anisms that keep track of network state at any instant by utilizing a scheduling
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mechanisms that take into account the delay constraints of individual traffic con

nection requests. Two types of scheduling mechanisms are considered in the thesis 

for the above purpose: a non-preemptive mechanism that assumes that a connec

tion request is served to completion without service interruption, and a preemptive 

mechanism that aims at achieving higher throughput by allowing service preemp

tion. In each case, the thesis

•  develops framework for the devised CAC and the underlying scheduling mech

anism,

• presents quantitative analysis of the designed schedulers, and

• evaluates the performance of the devised framework by simulation.

A novel contribution of the thesis is the design and analysis of CAC architecture of 

the above type to serve delay bounded traffic.

Moreover, for CDMA networks, we devise a CAC mechanism that keeps track 

of network state at any instant by keeping track of both intra-cell and inter-cell 

mobility of served users in order to estimate the cell overload probability after a 

prediction interval in the future. Such CAC architecture has been devised in the 

literature for rate sensitive (but not particularly delay bounded) traffic. A novel 

aspects of the thesis is in extending the architecture to our present context of serving 

delay bounded traffic in soft capacity networks.

6.2 Future Work

We conclude by identifying some possible research directions related to serving de

lay sensitive traffic through packet-switched domains in cellular wireless networks. 

Similar to the problems considered in the thesis, the directions proposed below 

calls for designing suitable admission control schemes, and/or packet scheduling 

schemes, with matching mathematical models to examine their performance.

The first direction considers networking environments where the network provider 

defines a set B  = { R \ , R 2, , R n} of data rates for serving users of the streaming
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class. So, the network offer n  different service classes to the users. Each user sub

scribes to one of the available data rates. A user subscribing to rate Ri  can enjoy 

receiving a multimedia stream with this rate if his/her wireless condition permits 

(else, the rate is decreased). We then seek to formalize the problem of admitting 

and serving the incoming connections so as to optimize an objective function that 

may be defined as minimizing the number of terminated connection requests, or 

maximizing the achieved throughput subject to constraints similar to the constraints 

dealt with in the thesis.

The second direction also considers the availability of a set B  = { /?] , /?,2, . . . .  //„} 

of data rates for serving the streaming class. Here, all subscribers belong to only 

one service class. The network can increase the transmission rate to an active user 

if his/her wireless condition allows such increase, and an increase in the data rate 

results in satisfying the delay constraints of the admitted connections.

Problems in the above two directions benefit from the continuing advances in 

wireless networks, and generalize the problems described in the thesis. Hence, they 

appear to be worthwhile pursuing.
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